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The aim of this study is to provide insight to the concept of furniture, and its everchanging 
connotations, as a prominent category of design. In this respect. Mackintosh’s Ladderback 
chair, being renowned as a classic piece, offers the means for description of such 
transfiguration process through time, culture and place. This comparative study, of its initial 
context and contemporary implications, intends to reveal the reasons of its esoteric 
composition as well as the meanings and intentions for its selection within contemporary 
interiors. Thus, this aspect will also bring forth tendencies regarding furniture production and 
acquisition in Turkey, particularly after the 80’s.
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ABSTRACT
Ill
ART NOUVEAU İSKOCYA’SINDAN GÜNÜMÜZ 
TÜRKİYE’SİNE MOBİLYADA A N U M  DEĞİŞİMLERİ:
MACKINTOSH’UN YÜKSEK ARKALIKLI SANDALYESİ
ESRAGÜRAY
İc Mimarlık ve Çevre Tasarımı Bölümüt
Yüksek Lisans
İkinci Danışman; Nur Altınyıldız 
Danışman: Doç. Dr. Cengiz Yener 
Ocak, 1994
Bu tezin amacı, mobilya kavramına ışık tutmak ve buna bağlı olarak tasarımın önemli bir 
kolunu oluşturan mobilyanın değişen anlamlarına işaret etmektir. Mackintosh’un Yüksek 
Arkalıklı sandalyesi, klasikleşmiş olmasından dolayı zaman, kültür ve mekan ilişkilerini açıkça 
ortaya koyan bir araç olarak seçilmiştir. Tasarlandığı dönem ile bugünkü yüklendiği anlamların 
karşılaştırilmasi; özgün tasarımının arkasındaki nedenleri ortaya koyarken, mekan içindeki 
yerini belirleyen kavram ve nedenlere değinmeyi hedeflemiştir. Bu nedenden dolayı da, son 
yıllarda Türkiye’de mobilya üretimini ve seçimini etkileyen ölçütleri de açığa çıkarmayı 
amaçlamaktadır.
ÖZET
Anahtar Sözcükler: Mobilya, Makintosh, Yüksek Arkalıklı Sandalye, Çağdaş İç Mekanlar, 
Mobilyanın Taşıdığı Anlamlar
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1 1NTRODUCTION
As furniture is a prominent category of design, an integral component of living, the ideological 
patrimony behind its unique composition and the implications of its specific spatial allocation 
become all the more significant Thus, Mackintosh’s Ladderback chair, with its unique design 
-for it is far removed from the traditional forms, and with its powerful presence, for it most 
readily attracts attention amidst any spatial scheme, presents one of the most distinguished 
examples.
Designed by Mackintosh in Scotland, the Ladderback chair has indeed transcended both time 
and space, as it still proclaims the originality of its design almost after a century. Having been 
accepted as one of the timeless pieces of this century’s design heritage, the purposeful 
selection of this chair aims to ponder upon the conceptions and connotations of furniture. The 
validity of this selection has been reiterated by Buchanan, who considers the Ladderback 
chair to constitute a significant contribution to current design search -as a masterpiece.
"Mackintosh’s most singular characteristic for .... designers, now 
and then, is his astonishing, ability to reshape everyday objects 
and transform them into iconic images of great potency. His 
objects... are unique and memorable with a powerful, physical 
presence lacking in the artifacts of the heroic modern, (which) 
sought for anonymity rather than individuality..." (1989:57)
As this search intends to recognize and tries to understand the reasons behind this piece’s 
appreciation as a "timeless classic" it involves a chronological, yet an inclusive approach 
which searches for meaning and value in the figurative aspect -from its initial context to its
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production in the mid 70’s, and to its connotations in contemporary Turkish interiors. Such 
contemporary re-evaluation would provide the possible basis for understanding the still 
powerful presence of Mackintosh’s chair also in Turkey.
As the value of the object lies in its ultimate composition, the formal dignity of the chair resides 
for the greater part, in its initial origination. Therefore to better expound what the Ladderback 
chair has signified then, it is requisite to describe the historical milieu in which it was produced. 
As the first chapter aims to depict this essential background of its designer, the third chapter 
retraces all the artistic and individual phases of the designer himself.
Following Mackintosh’s design ideology in architecture, interiors and furniture, the next 
chapter concentrates solely on Mackintosh as a designer of chairs. This particularization 
intends to better define Mackintosh’s own perception of the item of chair in general and 
consequently to explore the Ladderback chair’s standing within this stylistic diversity of his 
chairs. All of the information, regarding these former chapters has been compiled from 
numerous published sources on Art Nouveau, Scotland, Mackintosh and contemporary 
furniture design.
Mackintosh had been quite bold to manifest a new style. As the Ladderback chair was a 
prominent piece of this design vocabulary, of pure and perfect lines, the repercussions of 
Mackintosh’s manifestation have to be accentuated. Since Mackintosh’s style, as a fusion, 
prepared the way for a broader twentieth century of Modernism, this imprint has lasted 
through a century, preparing the ground for the reappreciation of the Ladderback chair. Such 
has been explored concurrent with the revival of Art Nouveau in the 70s, as it has brought 
forth attention to both Mackintosh and this specific chair. To best express in Macleod’s words
the piece’s "autonomic existence" is validated in this part which consists of examples of its 
contemporary use in Europe and in the U.S.A.
As for the last chapter, since the Ladderback chair -reproduced or imported- has taken part 
within the Turkish furniture sector; a brief depiction of this sector intends to provide insight to 
the notion of furniture in Turkey. As this notion circumstantiates within Turkey’s own economic, 
cultural and artistic context, general tendencies regarding production and acquisition are both 
discussed in this chapter.
Such information , as very few reliable and up-to-date publications exist, has been founded 
upon interviews with numerous architects and interior designers and importers within the 
sector. The examples of its contemporary use, as well as general tendencies in its supply and 
demand, have also been compiled from periodicals.
As this chapter involves all the parties; its suppliers (designers, importers) and its demanders 
(purchasers, users); it explicitly defines the transfiguration of the Ladderback chair’s 
connotations; from its origin to its existence in a completely different cultural milieu and 
temporal context. Concurrently the change of context of this single piece of furniture throws 
light upon priorities and criteria regarding the selection of furniture in the latter case, 
i.e.Turkey.
2 THE MILIEU ACTING UPON MACKINTOSH
2.1 ART NOUVEAU IN ENGLAND
A brief delineation of Art Nouveau and its development in England is of elementary 
importance as it depicts the artistic background which was singularly conducive to the work of 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh. This contemporary exploration aims to give insight to intellectual 
and technical resources of its adherents. Since a sociological approach defines Art Nouveau 
as a coherent cultural phenomenon which took place at a specific point and place in historical 
time; the ultimate causes that provoked the emergence of Art Nouveau as a reflux (both to 
industrialization and historicism) should be specified to England.
However, a theoretical study of Art Nouveau in general, is primarily requisite, since it will 
characterize the avant-garde which Mackintosh had been a part. Hence, as every age has its 
own basic ideas that are absolutely basic to it, H.E. Hulme (cited in Harrison, 1991), has 
validated this point, where
"...certain doctrines which for a particular period seem not doctrines, 
but inevitable categories of the human mind.... (Men) ..never really 
conscious of them...do not see them. It is abstract ideas at the 
center, (taken) for granted, that characterize a period." (95)
The initial stages of Art Nouveau in Europe involved a symbolic return to the orig ins, focusing 
upon two fundamentai categories of nature (origins of life) and h isto ry (origins of culture). 
The former was as a consequence of revolt against industrialization and latter against blunt
historicism. Both cases were immediately effective in England, as it was the first country to 
experience both industrialization and eclectic historicism prevalent at the time.
Art Nouveau for its aesthetic strife to confront mechanization and mass production, aimed to 
apply artistic principles to practical uses. In confronting historicist styles. Art Nouveau 
attempted to establish a new form language of universal application, aiming to redefine the 
social role of the artist in its difficult-to-grasp status at the time.
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With respect to this. Art Nouveau, also encompassed the use of abstraction, rationality, logic 
and a linear form language which included organicism, and asymmetry. Towards the end of 
the century this has resulted in a unique combination of both rectangular and curved forms in 
the artistic sphere. This movement has also generated a certain preoccupation with the 
notion of synthesis (Eadie, 1990);
- synthesis of work of art and architecture, where the idea of content was to be unified with the 
total work of art,
- synthesis of all arts, crafts, industries and architecture, and
- synthesis of intellect and emotionality.
On the account of these. Art Nouveau can be considered to be quite progressive with its 
desire to transform  the environment along such encompassing synthesis of intellect, art, 
craft and architecture. This has had an irreversible impact in interior design, having sown the 
seeds of a broader style of modernism.
Influences acting upon Art Nouveau gave rise to something specific and different in each 
country.This matter has been stressed by Madsen (cited in Eadie, 1990), who distinguishes 
four different aspects of Art Nouveau form, conditioned (to a certain degree) by nationality.
"(1)an abstract and plastic conception (Belgium) ,(2)a linear and 
symbolic aspect (Scotland) ,(3)a floral and markedly plant inspired 
style (France), and (4)a constructive and geometrical style 
(Germany and Austria)." (54)
Commenting on this view, J.R. Taylor (cited in Eadie, 1990) sets apart "British" from 
Continental Art Nouveau, and refers to the aspects of "geometrical severity and simplicity" of 
the former, particularly of Mackintosh. According to him, these were consequential to the 
re-evaluation of England’s nationalistic past that resulted with the vigourous reactions against 
historicism.
Such has been unique to England as the disenchantment with industrialization, had been 
much more widely and severely felt compared to Europe. This point has been influential in 
reinterpretation of cultural historical values. However, in Britain a fully fledged continentally 
influential style, as distinctive as in Europe, was not really established. The artists instead 
continued the cultivation of individual styles, founding upon these former ideas of reaction to 
industrialization and historicism (Eadie, 1991).
2.1.1 Reaction to industrialization
"It is historic irony that the nation that gave birth to the industrial 
revolution, and exported it throughout the world, should have 
become embarrassed at the measure of its success." (M.J. Wiener 
cited in Briggs, 1985:185)
Exploration of reaction to industrialization is indispensible for understanding the course of Art 
Nouveau in England. Features of this British experience has to be thoroughly stated, as 
although providing the basis, England has suffered through it severely in growing 
discontentment
During the course of the nineteenth century, Britain became the "workshop of the world". 
Hence, behind every aspect of the Victorian Age, -the politics, science and art, "behind the 
fortunes of the rich and the misery of the poor", the variables of the industry (factories, 
steam-engines, foreign trade and the investments) emerged (Richards and Hunt, 1983). Due 
to the further strains this placed on every aspect of daily life, the prevalent view gradually 
becoming more pessimistic, industrialization resulted only with a strong revulsion to i t  
Consequently, during the second half of the century, the earlier enthusiasms for technology 
was replaced by the concerns of the "social evils" brought by the Revolution (Wiener, 1985).
These emanating social mutations and spontaneous outburst against industrialization has had 
individualistic influences. Comments of Simmel (cited in Eadie, 1990) and May (1987), giving 
concrete historical and psychological content clearly illustrate the fundamentality of this 
coherence of socio-cultural trends with the inner needs and responses of the individuals, 
particularly artists.
This affirmation is vital to the origination of Mackintosh’s intellectual style. Since these 
pessimistic views are cardinal his innovative style can be based on this artistic atmosphere 
which sought relief. As the attention had been drawn to the phenomenon of decadence, 
ensuing from the retreat to the inner sphere as an individual, socially this did prompt a "th irs t 
fo r sty lisa tion" (Eadie, 1990). Hence, the determination to survive was soon to be 
manifested in an artistic (individual) and architectural (social) renaissance, inspired by the 
countryside, native traditions, and craftsmanship.
Although, affected by much deeper indigenous toctors, this has been valid for Scotland 
(Glasgow), where Mackintosh’s style had emerged and where he practiced for all his 
professional life. Reasons specific to Glasgow will be discussed in 2.3.
2.1.2 Reaction to  H istoricism
In its efforts to escape from the reality of daily life, degraded by industrialization, Art Nouveau 
called attention to the issues of archaism, historicism and eclecticism, which were at the time 
predominant particularly in England. However, initially this "ahistorical mode of perception" as 
a reaction against confirmed and habituated style of life, manifested itself in a dilemmatic 
manner. In Tate’s (1986) opinion, reaction to historicism emanated from the idea of 
contemporary, functional work - which was to be of the day and therefore non-h isto rica l. On 
the other hand, contrary to this non-historic tendency, there also ensued a sym bolic return 
to both natural and cultural o rig in s .
In this respect the movement intended to establish contact with the original tra d itio n s , with 
the belief that they had been secluded behind the period styles. This was significant in 
England, as the buildings, imitating period styles blindfoldly, failed to suffice the contemporary 
functions which did not exist in the ages from which they were borrowed. (Fig. 1) Pevsner 
(cited in Howarth, 1977: Mix) portrays the situation.
Fig.1 Furniture Warehouse By Honeyman, Glasgow, 1872. (Buchanan, 1989)
"...second half of the century saw a time of questioning and 
uncertainty ...(as) architectural design had become largely two 
dimensional and divorced from reality, it had been reduced to a 
system -the arrangement of a given number of symbols... within a 
prescribed area- the facade... Thought was directed at the style and 
archaeological exactitude of a building rather than its planning, 
convenience and suitability."
While some architects experienced refuge in eclecticism, others struggled against this rigid 
order, sowing the seeds of simultaneous alternative movements. Hence, oppositions to 
eclectic historicism and demarcations to separation of various styles, called attention to the 
search for the true m otives behind architectural appearance. Their effort was to create 
fresh, new images (Miyake, 1988). This has had further repercussions, as quality became 
associated with authenticity and newness, and significance was placed upon experimentation, 
inventiveness and imagination (Eadie, 1990).
Consequently, this non-historic approach, within the light of these former innovative aspects, 
prepared the ground for Mackintosh’s futuristic style, as an indigenous architect from 
Scotland. In his search for the origins of architecture Mackintosh, like many of his 
contemporaries, underpinned the opposition against eclectic historicism in Scotland.
2.2 Related Movements
"The question of relation between Art Nouveau and cultural 
movements that were important for the form which it took 
-symbolism, aestheticism, rationalism. Arts and Crafts- requires to 
be handled with some rigour because here we are not always 
dealing with easily specifiable historical sequences where one 
cultural 'development’ gives way to another." (Eadie, 1990:50)
In the light of this, the course of Art Nouveau in England, similar to the continent, presents a 
complex subject matter for an analysis of culture. This situation has had irreversible impacts 
on the avantgarde of the times, by means of its transitory overlap with other phenomena with 
which it may well share certain characteristics. Such occurrence first circumstantiated, when 
inspiration within the European avantgardiste rejection of classic realism, took different forms: 
Impressionism in France, Naturalism in Belgium, Pre-Raphaelitism in England and Jugendstil 
in Germany. Other prevalent movements -Symbolism, Aestheticism, Gothic Revival and, 
mostly. Arts and Crafts- were indeed all momentous in setting the artistic mood and 
influencing the innovative ideas of the precursors.
It would be appropriate to analyze each movement singularly, in order to better emphasize its 
theoretical aspects -realized in numerous forms of art works. Henrich Wolfflin, suggests like 
Semper before him, on the view that "the tendency of each age is best read in the smaller 
scale decorative arts" (Cited in Eadie, 1990).
Pre-Raphaelitism
Generating from the dissatisfaction with existing order of things, Pre-Raphaelites aimed to 
recapture the spirit of medievalism. Rossetti and Burne-Jones as its initiators, expressed 
mysticism and spiritualism in poetry and painting. The dominating concepts of melancholy 
and beauty were symbolized in vertical lines, trees and foliage.
Madsen (Cited in Eadie, 1990), considers the earliest Art Nouveau style in Britain evolving 
with Pre-Raphaelites, as he names Crane, Summer, Horne, Mackmurdo. E. Lutyens’ 
influences were major especially in interior design, as he developed a spatial system that 
distorted objects and caused them to appear out of context, and thereby making the familiar
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seem strange. Lutyens has designed many houses in the rural regions of England, setting an 
influential tone especially in interiors.
Influence which Pre-Raphaelitism had on European Symbolism at the time, had also 
recaptured the imagination of Scottish designers. This was evident in the work (specifically in 
the mysticism and the sardonic malignancy of weeping females and innocent figures. Fig 2.) of 
The Glasgow Four, in which Mackintosh had taken part earlier (Howarth, 1977).
Fig. 2 Metal Plaques by The Four, 1896 1894 Painting by Beardsley (Howarth, 1977)
Symbolism
The context of Symbolism was preoccupied with the conveyance of a veiled essence of reality 
through the idea behind the shape, aiming not to describe observed reality, but rather to 
suggest the felt reality. Therefore, instead of addressing itself to the intellect, the symbol was 
to liberate itself to the intellect (Eadie, 1990). These aspects of avantgarde attempt to simplify 
form and to express the purely decorative value of two-dimensional shape became one of the
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central factors of Art Nouveau in decoration. The exponents intended to provide means for the 
abstraction by emphasizing the sym bolic quality o f line. This has been exemplified by 
Crane, in England 1889,
"..line is all important let the designer...lean upon the staff of line- 
determinative, line emphatic, line delicate, line expressive..line 
uniting..."(cited in Eadie, 1990:77)
As for Mackintosh, he was intellectually impressed with another aspect, for he appropriated 
the Symbolists’ notion of the unconscious as the domain o f em otionality, it was due to this 
that Scottish Art Nouveau has searched for this "new instinctual tru th ". Yet this was quite 
esoteric, attributable again to Mackintosh’s nationalistic evaluations of this aspect. It 
encompassed uniquely Scottish means of "sensivity and inborn fee ling" (Eadie, 1990).
Aestheticism
Many artists sought an escape from the miseries of industrialization in a philosophy of 
aestheticism. Marked by a mood of bitter-sweet melancholy, it found its expression initially in 
the works of Oscar Wilde and Aubrey Beardsley, as Felling (1960) reckons. The aesthetic 
movement, as it was too intellectual and too foreign in its inspiration to attain wide popularity, 
did not harmonize with Arts and Crafts in terms of social reform. Nevertheless, it exerted 
tremendous influence. The adjective art came into use as an indicator of sensitive design 
and equally beauty -art textiles, art pottery, art wallpaper art furniture were made in 1870s 
and 1880s.
"...(yet) failures in taste were frequent and by 1890’s the reaction 
against heaviness and bleakness had over reached itself. Rooms 
were now being filled with too many pieces of furniture littered with 
ornaments." (Read, 1979:274)
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Also the role of visually meaningful forms became a major principle in all kinds of art 
productions. In differentiating between the fine arts and applied arts, French artist Maurice 
Denis was able to stress the power of form in an art production. As this was considered to 
be present in a vase, or a chair, as in a painting, a new range of expressiveness for Art 
Nouveau practitioners had been developed regarding the conception of decorative content 
and visual meaning in interiors (Eadie,1990).
The graphic and decorative style of the early Mackintosh and his group (The Glasgow Four) in 
the 1890s, applied to interior decoration, quite clearly illustrates its debt to such aspects of the 
Aesthetic movement (Fig 3). The Scottish Movement, inevitably manifesting in its own 
synthesis, presented an uncommon tension between the practical and mystical.
Fig. 3 Work By The Four Vienna Exhibition, 1900 (Howarth, 1977)
Arts and Crafts
As deplorable conditions prevailed, so tlia t more goods could be produced, more rapidly for 
more people, art critics expressed disappointment at the poor quality of design of 
manufactures, while social critics on the other hand pointed to the poor conditions of the poor. 
English Arts and Crafts Movement initiated as an alternative to such an inhuman system 
depicted by industrialization (Miyake, 1988).
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Objecting to the artificial distinctions in art, and against making the immediate market or 
possibility of profit, the primal concern of the movement was in feet the threats to 'trad ition ’. 
Ruskin and Morris, both staunch Victorians, recognized in the Industrial Revolution and its 
aftermath, a disconcern for the fine craftsmanship. In this sense, they reaffirmed the value of 
human life, enhancing the importance of fostering an atmosphere in which individuals 
could recognize the ir own importance. Efforts in fostering this ideal interior atmosphere, 
needless to say, focused further also on artistic merits:
"Morris’s great contribution to the development of English craftwork- 
his chintzes and carpets, wallpapers and furnishings famous for 
their simplicity of form, rich collaring and exquisite workmanship- 
had been truly remarkable in an age given over to vulgar 
commercialism..." (Howarth, 1977; 228)
Hence, Morris’s efforts, with W. Lethaby, A. Mackmurdo and Walter Crane as its best known 
advocates, grew into a general revival of handicrafts. This rejuvenassence included work by 
craftsmen in wood, metal and glass along with paintings and sculpture. It was indeed 
meaningful regarding the conception of art applied to  life  as a whole. J.D. Kornwolfl’s 
assessment of Arts and Crafts ponders upon another fundamental where new stress has 
been given to importance of function in the creation of forms, which Voysey was to call, 
"fitness fo r purpose" (cited in Billcliffe, 1990).
Having established Arts and Crafts standards, as a paradigm of quality artistic design 
achievements, this movement has been most influential of all phenomenal styles for 
Mackintosh. He can be considered to be greatly influenced by its aspects of function, material 
and strength.
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This being so, he is not to be evaluated in terms of the same criteria, as such had been a point 
of departure. In his works -architectural, interior and furniture- he has ascended all, 
establishing his distinctive style which was stripped of known dilemmas of these movements.
2.3 GLASGOW AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY
The importance of Glasgow, both as a prosperous, and therefore as a vital city, in providing 
the appropriate background for Mackintosh, has to be fully evinced. While his prodigious 
talents enabled him to paint, to design, and to build, nevertheless the city he worked in 
provided the necessary atmosphere, generating new ideas in both science and the visual 
arts. In Buchanan’s (1989) view, his art has indeed been the supreme manifestation of 
Glasgow’s artistic creativity.
Contrary to what Howarth (1977) has explained. Mackintosh, cannot be abstracted from the 
socio-cultural circumstances which were generating at the time. It is for this reason that an 
accurate depiction of complete transformation of Glasgow, aims to explain the interweaving of 
artistic and technical, decorative and functional concerns of Mackintosh, having had a central 
role in his strife.
Fig. 4 View From Glasgow University Tower, 1905
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Having been the Industrial power-house” of a world-wide empire, in Glasgow, the economic 
resources of the city were gradually directed towards all kinds of artistic activities.
Relating such an upsurge of artistic energy to a world-wide situation, similar parallels can be 
drawn with the emergence of Wright and the Prairie School in Chicago, Gaudi and Catalan 
Modernismo in Barcelona, and Horta and Guimard and in Brussels and Paris;
”(they) served the same ...clientele who, deriving personal.... wealth 
from expanding trade and industry, sought new artistic expression 
to bolster their own distinctive way of living rather as had the rich 
Florentine merchants of the Renaissance." (Buchanan, 1989:51)
2.3.1 Glasgow as an Industrial Capital
The consideration of the conditions of economy, emanating from contemporary technological 
innovations particularly in Glasgow, is of fundamental importance. It was the primal impetus 
that facilitated the revitalization process in art and architecture, unique, as contradictory as it 
may seem, to this industrial city.
Glasgow became one of the great industrial cities of Britain, it was second in population only 
to London at the beginning of the century. Entrepreneurs turned to heavy industry of coal, 
iron, and cotton spinning, and especially of shipbuilding along the Clyde River, bywhich, at the 
same time, provided the experience of the steam engine (Meisler, 1989). As it possessed an 
enormous amount of economic resources and it was claimed that there was almost no product 
which was not manufactured within the area encompassed by greater Glasgow.
Glasgow anticipated the new century as the municipal trading capital, supplying to the world 
(Fraser and Morris, 1990). Furthermore, the workforce, yet still labouring under paternalistic
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employers, took great pride in its skills. Through the adoption of new technology, manufacture 
and methods of distribution, "Glasgow became the skilled men’s’ city ” (Fraser and Morris, 
1990). It was through this great labour and its exclusive understanding, Glasgow was defined 
as both prosperous and proud.
Hence, the city’s prosperity fostered a significant renaissance of arts, where a great surge of 
creative energy and capital was directed towards painting, architecture, metalwork, 
photography and even embroidery (Buchanan, 1989). Wealthy individuals, being mostly local 
businessmen, acted as penetrating patrons of the arts, exemplary is the case of William 
Burrell:
"William Burrell...made a fortune not only from their shipping line 
which traded with India, China, Japan, Australia, the Baltic and the 
United States,;..buying and selling of ships,but (he) was to leave his 
great art collection, which included superb medieval tapestries, to 
the city." (Buchanan, 1989:147)
There was evident emergence of a style of upper bourgeois, and partly of the urbane-middle 
class. This was significant, as the likes and correlated life styles of the avantgarde, 
intellectuals and the bourgeois were to influence taste patterns (Eadie, 1990).
Although professionals and merchants accumulated wealth, Glasgow’s unique attributes of 
development at the time, were not solely conditioned by the economic context. Glasgow’s 
inevitable growth, proceeding rapid progression of industry, has had its permanent impacts on 
her society, (on an individual basis, as Scottish class still remained diverse) it has sown the 
seeds of a certain "inte llectual improvement".
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Contemporary society of Glasgow, imputable to this former aspect of improvement, had a 
significant influence on innovatory artistic movements in domestic means, herewith other 
institutional establishments around 1890 and afterwards. Soon this tendency towards 
intellectual bettering simultaneously reclaimed standards of living. This manifested itself in 
various aspects of life, -particularly in contemplation of national character and history. Pevsner 
has pondered on the issue as well, as he commented on national character:
2.3.2 Life in Glasgow
"There is the spirit of an age and there is the national character...the 
two can act in accordance and they can interfere with one another 
until one seems to blackout the other completely..
(Yet)...national character does not at all moments and in all 
situations appear equally distinct. The spirit of a moment may 
reinforce national character or repel it.. The national character of 
one nation may be more likely to seek expression in (a) particular 
field.." (Pevsner, 1988:21,23)
In the light of these, such has indeed been the case in Scotland. Hence, affected by industry, 
science and invention, major aspects of Scottish life focused on the idea of essential survival 
of Scottish character and nationalism. Scotland at the time, was considered to be a land with 
distinctive legal and political culture, since
"..at the turn of the century Scottish culture had already gained an 
uneasy position between self-imposed Anglicizing destruction and 
assertive renaissance... The period confirmed and recreated 
Scotland..." (Fraser and Morris, 1990:3)
Attributable also to the civic enterprise, in Glasgow, as Eadie (1990) has brought forth: 
influence of the "local patriotism ” (pride of being a local citizen) was one effective source of
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encouragement to every kind of art work produced. In the sphere of architecture such national 
spirit prepared the basis for a new mentality. This new concept of visual ideology, was 
founded upon an all-encompassing theory of history, culture, nationality and architecture.
"Towards the end of the century,.. a serious attempt was made to 
revivify the Scottish vernacular and to awaken public interest in old 
Scots buildings...The initiator Sir Rowand Anderson ...adopted 
native forms -crowstepped gables, angle turrets, dormers and the 
like and used them with considerable style in an attempt to produce 
a modernized traditional style"(Howarth, 1977:93),
which later came to be renowned distinctively as Scottish Baronial Style.
On the other hand, other influential ideas existed within certain established institutions in 
Glasgow which helped to better the ground for artistic and architectural mentality, the Art 
School was attempting to unite art with technical skills, and the University was disseminating 
aesthetic theory. Meanwhile, the press was describing the potential for the beautification of the 
environment as a popular discourse.
As individualism, and therefore private enterprise and private property became the key 
concepts, (Harrison, 1991) importance of the act of building came to be one of the major 
issues. Notion of a beautified living environment clearly went beyond the commercialized 
exterior, as new concepts in interior design originated, in Glasgow, with its "affluent, fashion 
conscious middle class. Despite the wide variations of status, ”a home of one’s own" was 
something to aspire to, "high on the list of priorities was a house of suitable size and location" 
(May, 1987). In accordance with this emphasis on domestication of life. Art School as a 
prominent source of local influence, helped to promote this improvement, as seen in an 1897 
newspaper article:
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"Why not make our houses, our furniture.... everything about us as 
beautiful as considerations of property and utility will admit?.... a 
people ignorant of the grandly simple elements of art have no idea 
of. Beauty of form in an article of daily use is surely preferable to 
unmeaningless ugliness." (Eadie, 1990:133)
However, the potential for decorative art which was newly penetrating into public sphere had 
been acknowledged in Glasgow previously, since Glasgow Art Club and McLellan’s Galleries 
had been founded as early as 1860. The work of painters, Macgregor, Lavery, Henry, and 
Hornel, -known as Boys From Glasgow- found their way not only into these galleries, but into 
numerous tea shops, and business premises. As businessmen, stimulated by local pride, 
purchased these works, so did Glasgow Corporation as it actively fostered art education in the 
city (Howarth, 1950). All this was imputable to the amount of artistic impulse present in the 
Glasgow School of Art, as a place to educate artists, architects and designers for their 
contemporary roles (Fig. 5). Even though it was a part of a nationwide art school system with 
a common curriculum and common aims, nevertheless, it struggled to uphold a new standard 
in art "o rig ina lity  even at the expense of excellence” .
Fig. 5 Glasgow School of Art 
Students in the Studio, circa 1900
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In 1885, as nowhere else in Britain, this instinctive artistic impulse towards originality was 
further emphasized, as Francis. H. Newberry became the headmaster.
He immediately, desiring an intellectual and a cultural credibility for the School, oriented 
courses towards handicraft production. This was in regard to his attempts of "diffusion of art 
among the public, in order to recover its lost educational value". Newberry’s stress upon 
creative, experimental originality in his approach to art has been prominent in providing the 
"necessary fertile seed-bed" for Mackintosh’s style to flourish in Glasgow (Buchanan, 1989).
However, the phenomenon of Glasgow Art Nouveau, cannot be reduced to Newbery’s 
activities solely. The role of cultural dimensions specific to  Glasgow once more 
accentuates the city’s significance in providing the basis and the chances for the emergence 
and the recognition of Mackintosh’s style. This has been validated by the tea room incident * 
which was concurrent with the Glasgow’s Art Revival As one of his first commissions. 
Mackintosh was offered to design the interiors of various tea rooms in Glasgow, it was through 
these commissions that he was able to actually realize his ideals of design.
* During the complete transformation of Glasgow and its environs, the 
population grew at an alarming rate, in 1830 and 1860’s, eliciting the 
social problem of day-time drunkenness, as the unemployed spent 
lunchtimes in bars and pubs (Howarth, 1977). At the beginning of 1870’s, 
such was prevented by the establishment of teashops in low rented cellars 
and basemente. Mrs. Cranston, in 1892, has been its proprietor in her 
experimental attempts of establishing of one in the restaurant district of 
town. Including billiards, smoking, chess, and reading rooms, it was 
renowned as a community centre, for during midday it served as a 
business man’s club, while in the afternoon an appropriate randevouz for 
both sexes.
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3. CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH AS A SCOHISH ART NOUVEAU
DESIGNER
3.1 EVOLUTION OF MACKINTOSH’S ARTISTIC STYLE THROUGH THE 
INCIDENTS OF HIS LIFE:
Mackintosh, as the ambitious, intellectual architect and art worker of his time, was yet the 
rare, "sui generis" (of its own kind) initiator of a unique and unprecedent style. As "no style 
ever conquered his personal artistic experiences and acquisitions", and nothing he has 
created singularly ever shows a total break with his own most personal creative expression 
(Alison, 1974). All this attributable to his novelty as a designer, his inventions were in fact the 
works of a stalwart individualist "who had risked eccentricity in order to manifest his originality" 
(Eadie, 1990).
As Mackintosh lived in an era where originality and individual expression gradually became 
the cardinal points of all art works, insights to both his personality and intellectuality, -ulterior 
forces behind his unique style- become even more imperative. His personality as an artist and 
intellect was formed by emotion and artistic response, therefore his actions were 
commensurate with social life, events and developments surrounding him. It is for this reason, 
that important aspects of his professional life and influential incidents of his personal life and 
associations should be thoroughly traced.
In brief, concurrent with these influences and their particular occurrences at specific intervals. 
Mackintosh, as he had the opportunity of expression in numerous artistic media, (graphics.
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paintings, watercolors, decorative elements, furniture and mainly architectural elements), 
developed a unique style that he expressed through rudiments of his individual synthesis.
3.1.1 Aspects of His Life and Malor Influences
Professional life
In 1884, Mackintosh commenced evening classes at Glasgow School of Art, and was 
apprenticed to architect John Hutchison until he joined the firm of Honeyman and Keppie five 
years later. Both of these professional experiences were most influential. As no designer can 
shake off subconscious memory, training and custom altogether, his initial architectural works 
were representative of most buildings in Glasgow, "showing little if any marked originality". 
However, remarkable restraint in the use of stylistic motifs and ornament was slightly 
detectable even at this early stage along with the primary emergence of forms with a strong 
bias. According to Howarth (1977) and Walker (1968) the office work was divided into two 
parts;
" ..a concrete reflection of the differences of opinion and....
approach between Mackintosh and ...Keppie (in no sense an 
original mind) ...Mackintosh though admired by younger man... a 
talented designer... the deeper implications of (his) work were not 
recognized." (Eadie, 1990:134)
Prosaic and plain as he may be for he was obliged to work in the prevalent styles. Mackintosh 
was still a successful architect, having already been awarded several prizes. Most significant 
was a scholarship tour of Italy in 1891, for it enabled him to contemplate the art and 
architecture of Italy. It was an important opportunity, as in middle class British homes there 
existed a firm tradition of sending children to Italy on a cultural tour (Alison, 1974). As 
Mackintosh studied the buildings which every apprentice architect had been taught to regard
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as central to a common European heritage (Howarth, 1977). He fully absorbed this European 
style, ironically only later to confront overt historidsm.
On his return, he worked on various architectural projects, winning a silver medal of 
Kensington Institute for his proposal of a science and art museum in 1892. Having been 
distinguished as a successful architect. Mackintosh’s individual urge to break away from the 
habitual, quite surprisingly, substantialized in different media, other than architecture. 
Combined with his personality, it had been these media that enabled him to express himself 
freely without the restrictions of the office, clients or the prevalent styles.
Firstly it is requisite to accentuate Mackintosh’s ideology on orig ina lity and expressiveness. 
Mackintosh’s interpretation of symbolism is of importance, as Symbolism was also the sole 
inciter for the Four. Symbolism, according to Mackintosh, should transcend secluded 
meanings and it should emphasize "the superiority of creative imagination" instead, because it 
is this power of imagination the artist possesses, which enables him to represent objects as he 
perceives them (Eadie, 1990). Creative imagination being the crucial concept, by which 
instinct is brought forth.
All this is evident in Mackintosh’s graphic works, bookplates, posters and murals as every 
motif had been employed with an allegorical meaning. Thus, this once more provides proof to 
his belief in the instinctual, fearless expressiveness. Such is best renowned by his well-known 
epitaph: "There is hope in honest error, none in the icy perfections o f the mere s ty lis t.."
Collaborations
During this symbolist phase, it was not incidental therefore that Mackintosh formed the 
Glasgow Four with his close friend, Herbert Macnair and Margaret-Frances Macdonald
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sisters. At the time they too were captured by the mysticism of nature and intense symbolism 
which was expounded by the sardonic malignancy of Aestheticism · through the works of 
decadent artists Wilde, Beardsley and Burne-Jones.
The Four experimented with stylized naturalistic forms of an unusual kind as they sought 
inspiration in the seed and the root, in subaqueous plants. Highly-stylized linear patterns of 
the group as their trademark, remained the same whatever the medium was (repouse metal, 
gesso, stained glass). Consequently this interpretation of their subject, mainly nature and 
stylized human forms, has been considered to be rare, especially in an age given over to 
commercialism on one hand and eclecticism on the other.
The Glasgow Style made its London debut at the Arts and Crafts Exhibition of 1896 (Howarth, 
1950), creating a storm of controversy. In 1897, however, Gleeson White, editor of THE 
STUDIO, published a series of articles on their work and brought them prominently to the 
notice of artists and designers everywhere. It was due to such efforts that the group was 
asked to exhibit in Turin in 1902 and in Budapest and Moscow successively.
Although The Four was met with stout and intense hostility in their hometown -due mostly to 
their naked distortion of human forms considered as hints to perverse, explicit "sexuality, 
disease and degeneration" nonetheless their works and interiors were met with enthusiasm 
abroad.
As the members’ influences had been reciprocal at the beginning. Mackintosh unintentionally 
remained under the spell of the group for some time. Nevertheless, he used this opportunity in 
the decorative field as a testing ground for ideas and theories.
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Rg. 6 Poster by Mackintosh (Howarth, 1977)
Yet, in differentiating Mackintosh’s work from that of the other members, Howarth analyses 
abstract and symbolist elements of his style. He focuses on narrow angular upright forms (Rg. 
6) as they were absolutely exclusive to Mackintosh,
"Mackintosh appears to have been impelled by an urge to express 
growth -root, stem, branch and flower...(where) surging vertical 
lines invariably predominate." (Cited in Eadie, 1990:62,79)
However, different views prevail on the group’s influence, concerning especially Margaret 
Macdonald, for he married her in 1900. Like Billcliffe (1990), P. Morton Shand bitterly 
condemns Margaret MacDonald as one of the "principal stumbling blocks" in Mackintosh’s 
path:
" ...Her work shows litHe sign of development, ...an amorphous 
paradise from which Mackintosh himself might well have escaped.
It is very probable that Margaret Macdonald,...was responsible for 
limiting her husband’s vision, for tying him more securely to the 
aesthetic movement, and encouraging him to dissipate his energies 
on work of comparative unimportance..." (Cited in Howarth,
1977:145)
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In an objective view, regarding the extent of Margaret’s contributions in her feminine style, this 
may be considered true, for these were indeed a part of the bric-a-brack he dealt with when 
he might have consolidated his position both in the architectural and interior fields. 
Nevertheless, in the following years he was able to break away from such superfluous detail 
within his own style.
With regard to this well established style, aspects of his Scottishness and his preoccupation 
with the art of Japan have to gain further recognition, as the former influenced evolution of his 
concepts in architecture and the latter his concepts in interior design.
Scottishness
Born and raised in Glasgow, Mackintosh was first and foremost a Scotsman. At the time, 
Muthesis found "local and national Scottish character/spirit to be significant" in the context of 
explaining Mackintosh’s style (Cited in Eadie, 1990). Mackintosh’s works, regardless of size 
and artistic media, have all evolved from his subjective interpretation of his history and culture.
"... one might almost say its patriotic- Scottishness. But for 
Mackintosh there was no contradiction between being, at one and 
the same time, a Scot and a cosmopolitan... He was prepared to 
learn from wherever and whatever he was looking a t" (Alison,
1974:5)
Mackintosh remained remote and unsolitious to the monumentality of classicism. In his search 
for an aesthetic yet rational and functional style, he attempted to embody the linear sensivity of 
traditional Scottish architecture (Rg. 7). This indigenous style has indeed proved to be most 
appropriate for it comprised the suitable architectural elements with solidity and the structural 
thinking with its own functional layout. Mackintosh, himself, was in praise of Scotland and 
expressed his pride in his Scottishness,
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"The indigenous tradition which has been the architecture of that 
same country of ours is not less Scottish than we ourselves are, nor 
less indigenous than our countryside,... our traditions and our 
political institutions.” (Mackintosh cited in Alison, 1974:87)
Fig. 7 Typical Scottish Townhouse
Edinburgh, 17th Cent. (Howarth, 1977)
Japanese influence
Ensuing from the fortuitous conjuction of industrial Glasgow’s direct relationship with 
contemporary Japan, particularly through shipbuilding, the painters of the 1860’s were 
influenced by the art of Japan prior to Mackintosh. As "Japonisme” along with the objects of 
art, became the vogue, books on Japan (C. Dresser’s Japan, Its Architecture, Art and Art 
manufacture, (1882-1886) E. Morse’s Japanese Houses and Surroundings, Bing’s periodical 
Artistic Japan), and Japanese prints were easily available, as well as other bric-a-brack 
(woodcuts, vases, parasols etc) in Glasgow (Buchanan, 1989). Mackintosh, inevitably had 
been exposed to this exotic, yet potent source of inspiration. Billcliffe defines how:
"In 1896, Mackintosh hung up reproductions of Japanese prints in 
his basement room, the houses depicted would have had a great 
effect on him." (1990:8)
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Such impression was stressed by Alison (1974) as well, who commented that Mackintosh 
found inspiration in Japanese images and paintings. Mackintosh, applied such influences to 
his interiors, evident in his interpenetration of spaces and the use of open screens and 
paiütions.The careful positioning of furniture within a space and its delicate relationship with 
the vases of twigs and flowers that decorated his rooms are perhaps the most important 
elements of Japanese style to be seen in his work. "The unerring skill of the Japanese in 
assembling a perfectly balanced composition" with simple forms interacted with Mackintosh’s 
own imagination to produce a totally new style.
To Mackintosh, the Japanese house, with its freedom and spaciousness of open plan which 
was quite remote from Victorian houses with box like rooms and heavy draperies, presented 
a challenge as he intended to translate it into western terms. Grigg has commented similarly.
"Japanese attitude to decoration was the antithesis to contemporary 
late Victorian and Edwardian taste. It valued restraint and economy
of means rather than ostentatious accumulation.....
Where Western interior is extrovert, intended to display wealth and 
status of its owner...Japanese room is a place of reflective calm, 
paucity and quality of the contents invite contemplation." 
(1983:17-22)
Eventually, it was the aspect of unity above everything else that Mackintosh appropriated into 
his style. He conceived each of his interiors as a unity,designing every small detail -carpets, 
lights, even fenders- to create "a room that is in itse lf a work o f a rt". Although he pursued 
his style in this all-inclusive manner ("art, architecture and crafts were one creative 
whole") with the influences and instances indicated above, his architecture and interiors were 
never granted the appreciation they deserved from the local artistic sphere of Glasgow, and 
were met with social hostility.
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Last Years
Perhaps on the account of this severe and harsh hostility towards him and his style, after 
designing numerous memorable interiors (furniture and decorations included) for tea rooms of 
Miss Cranston and executing several houses commissioned by local businessmen who 
supported his innovative style, Mackintosh qu it He devoted himself once more to painting, his 
own media for free expression. In fact, it was some sort of retrieval for Mackintosh.
Fig. 8 Watercolors By Mackintosh (Billcliffe, 1978)
Following his leave from the firm of Honeyman and Keppie in 1913, he moved to Suffolk and 
from there unto Chelsea, where he painted to earn a living. For a short period he went to 
Germany and painted solely flower pictures at Walberswick. Taken for a spy for his 
correspondences with Austria, he spent the rest of the War in London. From 1923 to 1927, 
Mackintosh lived in Port Vendres, France and this time concentrated on landscape painting. 
Of these French paintings with their surreal atmosphere, Billcliffe (1978) draws attention to 
hints of his loneliness: "Everywhere is deserted and eerie stillness pervades the pictures".
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Nevertheless, those who knew him , had always been fond of his charismatic personality. 
However, his strong personality accentuated by few authors only, in my opinion has been the 
ultimate governing factor throughout his designs, regardless of time, size and place,
".... his supreme self confidence, his devil-may-care attitude and
indefatigable industry, made him at once admired and respected.....
(he had the) virile blood of the Highlander..."
3.1.2. Principles of Mackintosh’s style
Even though Mackintosh has never been considered as a compelling theoretician, as he has 
not indited any written manifestoes apart from his few scribbles of speeches and lectures. He 
has nevertheless had firm and sound artistic ideals, to which he remained faithful to 
throughout his professional life. As he has expressed in his very own words, an artist was to 
have ideals:
"the man with no convictions -no ideals in art- no desire to do 
something personal, something his own, no longing to do something 
that will leave the world richer his fellows happier is no artist" 
(Mackintosh cited in Eadie, 1990:181)
Since Mackintosh considered himself primarily as an artist, his "intellectual approach" in 
architecture and arts should be discussed firstly. Muthesius, through his observations, has 
stressed the imaginative aspect of Mackintosh’s intellectuality, as he comments on the 
imagination "suppressed in English work, while in Glasgow it was imagination which drove the 
work". (Cited in Buchanan, 1989: 33-35) Therefore this aspect, in accordance with his 
ideology, encompasses all of his executed works, as his approach has been the same 
whatever the size of the commission -be it a single spoon or an entire interior.
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Thus, in Mackintosh’s view, the artist can not attain to mastery in his art unless he is endowed 
in the highest degree with invention and imagination, for "true a if  -in proportion, in form and 
in colour- is produced by emotion. Just the same, the intelligent understanding of the 
absolute and true requirements of a building or an object is also of primary importance. The 
latter aspect referring to the scientific knowledge of the possibilities and beauties of material 
and technical possibilities of construction constitutes the scientific part of Mackintosh’s "rich 
psychic organization". Subsequently, architecture and applied arts in modern society were 
to be involved with this intellectual endeavour which united reason with emotion. This is quite 
significant since the avantgarde at the time had experienced this duality of reason and 
emotion.
Mackintosh considered architecture as comprising social environment and sculpture and 
painting as secondary in occupying a cultural space. Pictorial and decorative applied arts, 
however, quite contrastingly served functions. Thus, decorative applied arts offered the 
essential and the appropriate sector for the possibility of uniting u tility  w ith beauty.
With regard to this concept of utility Mackintosh has generated further rudiments, as he had 
this conviction about the central role of u tility  in conditioning the nature o f construction 
and adornment com prising com positional form . Thus, dignity, beauty and variety were all 
sequentials of the correct application of utilitarian principles. Eventually such ideology that 
unified form, aesthete and utility, always remained consistent and central, forming the three 
basic fundamentals of his distinct style: strength, u tility  and beauty (Howarth, 1977).
Of these three principles, strength , as it was a derivative of material and utility, implies the 
relationship between function and design. Yet, the principle of beauty has to be further 
explored for it embodies -by an intricate combination- three other subsidiary qualities: tru th ,
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tradition, and decoration. For Mackintosh, beauty of an art work or a building comprised 
truth -conditioned by criteria of function and proper use of materials, rejecting any 
unnecessary refinement
Importantly this had decisive implications for the consideration of historicism and eclecticism in 
architecture, for these considered truth as a primary quality. The use of historical styles as a 
mode of adornment, for Mackintosh, was the worst kind of "conservatism, (which) is often an 
excuse for mediocrity in design, ...(a) repetition of features which have only their age to 
recommend them” (Cited in Eadie, 1990:133).
For Mackintosh, in many ways, beauty was linked with tradition or the necessary homage of 
traditional cultural forms. Such has been his means of defiance to "stylistic historicism". Alison 
(1974) comments on this principle which involved Mackintosh’s synthesis of these chosen 
elements.
As for the concept of decoration, related to beauty, concerning both the material and 
construction, he suggested that "the salient and most requisite features should be selected 
for ornamentation". Mackintosh’s sentiment on this matter, where beauty is plainness and 
bareness, commentates a sparing use of the emphasis of detail, as it is best summarized in 
his famous epitaph: "Construction should be decorated and not decoration 
constructed”.
The ideal was to be a "seamless" interweaving of structuration with decoration, as he 
frequently expressed that there should be no apparent break between the construction and 
the decoration of a house. As aesthetic effect of apparent construction is acknowledged, the 
significance of adornment is downgraded. This point was quite innovative in its emphasis of
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construction. Departing from this point, majority of Mackintosh’s works were considered to 
be nakedly utilitarian to the root
In Mackintosh’s opinion, meaning derived from nature and meaning derived from technology 
were both justifiable. Meaning was not always found solely in the subjective dimension of the 
surroundings. In other words this unique hope of union of art (instinctual) and science 
(technoiogy), seemed possible only through geometric abstraction which formed 
Mackintosh’s own expressive visual language.
This esoteric language applied to all works of his art came to characterize his unique style. 
Such unadorned conception of geometry was fundamental, as it was also the language 
underlying science and technology. Furthermore it provided the means for understanding 
structure in a rational and universal manner (Eadie, 1990). As Mackintosh rejected the literal 
use of organic decoration, he indeed moved towards geometric abstraction.
It is through the full realization and evaluation of these concepts and principles that 
Mackintosh is best assessed. This is primal to the analysis of all of Mackintosh’s works, in 
architecture, interior design and furniture design as, his approach was the same regardless of 
size. All were executed with the same care, "so that they are as much works of art as the 
objects they represent".
3.2 EVOLUTION OF MACKINTOSH’S STYLE THROUGH HIS WORKS
All the principal works of Mackintosh illuminate the purposes for which he has appropriated 
earlier thoughts and the ways in which he employed his once abstract ideas. All these artifacts
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and edifices were in fact, the sequences, resultants and the means of his attempts at problem 
solving as well.
Mackintosh’s depth of commitment to the ideal of artist determining the nature of 
commodity of form has to be accentuated firstly. As Mackintosh has produced artifacts in all 
spheres of art, principles of his artistic style can be best assessed in three major categories 
regarding his works in architecture, interior design and furniture design.
3.2.1. Architectural works
For Mackintosh, architecture was the "root and the basis of all things artistic, the commune of 
all arts", which embodied the perfect synthesis of art and science. Therefore, he was first and 
foremost an architect For Mackintosh, as an architect, purpose was the cardinal concept and 
how purpose was to be manifested through architecture was of ideological if not, architectural 
intent For him "the practical purpose came first, the pleasing design followed of itse lf (Grigg, 
1983).
Fig 9a Queens Cross Church Fig 9b Somersetshire Church,
Sketch by Mackintosh (Howarth, 1977)
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In his earlier works such experimental attempt, however, is not immediately evident In 
QUEENS CROSS CHURCH 1898-1899 (Rg. 9a) Mackintosh has combined Gothic and Art 
Nouveau features in an otherwise traditional building of simple plan. He was said to have 
been inspired, for this project, by the tower of local Somersetshire Church (Rg. 9b) in Merriot 
(Grigg, 1983).
In a like manner. Mackintosh has continuously reused a vocabulary of vernacular motifs in all 
his buildings. He has introduced many features which soon became part of the elements of his 
style. The semi-circular staircase in the SCOTLAND STREET SCHOOL 1904- 1906 {Rg 10) 
is exemplary of such use.
Rg. 10 Scotland Street School, Glasgow (Howarth, 1977)
QUEEN MARGARET’S MEDICAL C aLE G E  1894 and the MATRY’S PUBLIC S C H O a 
1896 (Rg 11) generally regarded as his, are the first examples of Mackintosh’s characteristic 
style which goes back to early Scottish tower-houses. The stepping of the stair windows and 
the crowning turret are the most visible elements (Walker, 1968). Additionally Mackintosh’s 
homage to "exposed construction" is expressed in steel tie beams of the arched timber roof 
and in the open work pendants.
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Fig 11 Martyr’s Public School, Glasgow and Roof Trusses (Howarth, 1977)
However, Howarth (1950) states that all of Mackintosh’s buildings are as soundly traditional in 
character as they are surprisingly "modern in spirit". Thus, in this aspect, as Casali (1989) has 
stressed Mackintosh’s genius suggests the constant application of textured and linguistic 
elements from traditional architecture, a continual reconsideration of the familiar vocabulary of 
architectural functional elements -fences, gates, entrances, staircases, windows, fireplaces, 
trusses.
Fig. 12 Glasgow School of Art 
View from South-west (Howarth, 1977)
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GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART, 1896-1904 undoubtedly belongs firmly in this new style of 
architecture of Mackintosh, as it displays ”an awareness of Hs architectural heritage", drawing 
its authority from Mackintosh’s comprehension of the meaning of historical building forms, 
architectural and more innovative for that time, vernacular. Grigg (1983) has described it as a 
descendant of Medieval castles.(Fig.12 )
The plan is notable for its directness and simplicity that provides unusually spacious 
accommodation for a building of this nature. It was in this sense a modern structure, 
revolutionary yet monumental, a public building, simple but with an impressive scale and 
presence. (Fig 13)
Rg 13 Plan and North Elevation of The School (Howarth, 1977)
Mackintosh’s preoccupation with the manipulation of space is evident throughout the building. 
(Fig 14a,b) Within the library, post and lintel construction of the gallery reveals the principles of 
truthfulness where fundamentals of construction is once more accentuated. (Fig 15)
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Fig. 14a Airy and Well-lit Studios
Fig. 14b West Wing Staircase Rg. 15 Library, Glasgow School of Art (Howarth, 1977)
Additionally, in remote and unexpected places, intricate details throughout the school 
nonetheless reveal Mackintosh’s individualistic affinity with Japan. Additionally, decorative 
motifs on railings resemble Japan "mon" or heraldic emblems.(Fig 16)
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Fig. 16 Symbols on the Railings 
Glasgow School of Art
As architecture was the consummate art, Mackintosh’s traditional features are derivative 
rather than imitative and arise naturally from a simple plan -Windyhill, Hill House are such 
examples with "L" shape outlay. WINDYHILL (Fig. 17), has an unpretentious character of a 
Scottish farm house, as it relies upon "a careful appreciation" of the proportions of solids and 
voids and the simple haded finish of a Scots vernacular building (Walker, 1968).
Fig. 17 Windy Hill, Kilmacolm (Howarth, 1977)
"With its massive chimneys and unadorned volumes. Hill House 
simplifies the Scottish baronial manor house, presenting it with great 
purity. (unfortunately)..his architectural work was limited to the 
geographic isolation of Scotland." (Heinz, 1980:88)
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Although the exterior of the HILL HOUSE resembles the Scottish baronial, its severe linear 
quality is softened by curves.The gray standard pebble finish, harmonizes with the country’s 
landscape and weather. (Rg. 18)
Rg. 18 Hill House, Helensburgh (Howarth, 1977)
3.2.2 Interior Designs
Consequential to Mackintosh’s principles of design, it was impossible for him to disassociate 
the outer (architecture) from the inner (interior design), since the former derived its power from 
the latter’s functional resolution. Mackintosh, as a firm believer of Ruskin, advocated that, what 
distinguishes good architecture from "mere building" was the ability of the former to facilita te 
the in terior (Eadie, 1990). Thereby, the interior then "grew o u f of a rational understanding of 
building’s practical necessities. Hence, it is requisite to understand, primarily Mackintosh’s 
conception of "space". Talwin Morris was one of the first to stress Mackintosh’s singular 
approach towards this concept, as early as 1897;
"(Mackintosh) realizes to the full the pleasantness and valuable 
respectable repose of undecorated space. In conceiving a design, 
he has felt....its effect...the selected material, and not only 
acknowledging the conditions of space treated, he has frankly met 
and greeted the difficulties it presented, so that we recognize them 
as no longer difficulties, but as elements of composition." (Cited in 
Eadie, 1990:62)
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120 MAINS STREET FLAT of the newly wed Mackintoshes, is the first clearly documented 
example of his mature style, as it was the first actual project unrestricted by the whims of a 
client Its evaluation is of significance regarding the "repose of a undecorated space". The 
drawing room was the most important room in the fla t The treatment of the walls and windows 
and the placing of the furniture were considered masterly as Howarth (1977) remarks; "by 
contemporary standards the drawing room...was positively bare". (Rg. 19a)
"(there were) half a dozen chairs, all of different design, ...The 
sense of freedom and spaciousness engendered by the sparse 
furnishing was accentuated still further by the architect’s treatment 
of the dominating surfaces. The floor was covered by a plain grey 
fitted carpet,...the deep frieze rail was decorated at intervals with 
richly designed square insets of coloured gesso, ...Gas piping,...was 
given an elegant twist-...FIowers, plants and twigs arranged in the 
prevailing oriental manner." (43-44)
Fig. 19a Drawing Room, Mains Flat (Howarth, 1977)
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Fig. 19b Dining Room
Whereunto Mackintosh’s attempts in allowing the interiors to  flow  together -as they would 
in a Japanese house, he nevertheless, has created changes of atmosphere between these 
flowing rooms, as the sombre dining room (Fig. 19b) is contrasted with his bright white sitting 
and bedrooms. (Fig. 19c)
Fig. 19c Bedrooms Fig. 20 Contemporary Drawing Room 
Sambourne Residence, London
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In regard to this "oriental manner", the inspiration of Japan precisely prevailed Mackintosh’s 
own home. This was evident in the harmony and restraint of the decoration and the 
appreciation of the value of empty space, a concept remote from the proliferatingly 
decorated Victorian interiors (Grigg, 1983). (Rg. 20)
It was a fact that, although the Mains Rat elicited no comment from British journals, critics in 
Europe (Kalas and Muthesius) were charmed by Mackintosh’s masterly handling of form and 
especially color. In praise of the sitting room, Kalas, wrote in 1905, "On the second floor of a 
modest building in the great industrial smoky town of Glasgow there is a drawing room 
amazingly white". He has described them as startling and exotic, which conveys a vivid 
impression of the character and individuality of the interiors at the time.
KINGSBOROUGH GARDENS flat’s interior design (Rg 21), with its patterns of stylized 
flowers and delicate white painted furniture, its interior design belongs firmly to the group of 
work in which Margaret seemed to play an identifiable part The major change in style is the 
introduction of an overall pattern of stencilling on the walls and the repetition of a stencilled 
design on the backs of the fitted seats.
Fig.21 Drawing Room, Kingsborough Gardens, Glasgow 
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Nevertheless, what is still traceable in Kingsborough Gardens interior is Mackintosh’s 
consistency in design of small and large elements. This "hom ogeneity w ith in  space" is 
manifested in Mackintosh’s each and every interior project Therefore, when an interior had 
been completed, it formed this whole from which "little could be subtracted and to which 
nothing could be added". In this regard, a single chair or a furniture group may intentionally 
provide an effective centre of interest in almost any carefully ordered room of Mackintosh’s. 
The interiors at The Hill House were presumably sketched out in 1902, when Mackintoshes 
were moving away from the elegant plasticity of the white pieces and white rooms. This time 
much leaner proportions were used repeatedly, the doors, the partitions in the staircase, the 
lighting fixtures, and other details are all long and narrow (Tahara, 1988).
The drawing room exhibits a mastery of geometric form and a unique ability to combine the 
severity of the straight line with the softness of curves. The decorative detailing and the 
elements are quite successfully integrated where consequently the overall sense is one of 
"restra in t and sim plification". The carved decoration that is used on the furniture is less 
literal in its imagery (Billcliffe, 1990) and in complement of the straight and clean lines of the 
whole interior. Mackintosh was greatly influenced by M. H. Bailie Scott who remarked,
"It is difficult for the architect to draw a fixed line between the 
architecture of the house and the furniture. ...Every architect who 
loves his work must have had his enthusiasm dampened by a 
prophetic vision of the hideous furniture his client may fill his rooms 
which looks ...incongruous if the rooms themselves are 
architecturally beautiful." (cited in Billcliffe, 1990:18)
Thus, the conception of an interior then naturally did include Mackintosh’s furniture which was 
to be used within it. In his interiors Mackintosh has divided the rooms by different ceiling 
heights or by variations in the windows to suggest specific uses for specific areas. The master
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bedroom and drawing room of The Hill House are quite vivid in such manipulation of space. 
Mackintosh made the L-shaped sitting room into almost two distinct rooms; an additional bay 
containing the grand piano separated it from the main space. At one end a long window 
projected into the garden, and it was furnished with a fitted-in window seat and book racks 
(Rg. 22a), whereas the other end focused on the fireplace (Rg. 22b). Furthermore, this 
fireplace effectively gave the space three separate functions: "as a summer room centred on 
the bay, a winter room with the high-backed seats gathered round the fire, and as a music 
room, with the piano permanently installed in its own niche" (Billcliffe, 1990).
Alison has summed up this triangular relation of interior, furniture and function,
"Mackintosh’s basic ambient consists of an organized space where 
the different poles enter into reciprocal relationships until a perfect 
consonance is established between the parts and the whole. The 
formal structure arising from this manner (and) its components 
perhaps for the emphatic effect of the dimensional proportions as 
well is resolved in a rotatory symmetry stratified on an analogical 
basis... and (it) aeate(s), therefore, a dynamic rapport between the 
poles and moving along an element-whole system chain of 
objects." (1974:18)
Rg. 22a Drawing Room, Hill House, Helensburgh
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Rg. 22b Rreplace in Hill House
Mackintosh’s interiors for tearooms (Willow, Argyle, Buchanan Str.) are the best realizations of 
his need for quality, artistry and functionalism in interior design. As his initial work Buchanan 
Street Tearooms, Mackintosh collaborated with Watson. Mackintosh’s contribution was mainly 
in mural decorations on the ground floor. (Rg 23) Yet in its artistic and aesthetic concept, 
Howarth (1977) describes Mackintosh’s stencils as standing out from their surroundings to be 
remembered. Similarly for Argyle Street Tearooms, Mackintosh designed chairs, tables, 
umbrella stands and the like. However, since it was one of the earlier commissions, the 
furniture -especially chairs- soundly built with heavy construction, were not graceful and light 
like Walton’s, and therefore the interiors are said to lack vitality. (Rg. 24)
However in Willow Tearooms, Mackintosh was able to exercise his skill in spatial modeling, 
using balconies and openwork screens to achieve subtle effects of depth and distance.
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Rg 23 Buchanan Str. Tearooms Rg. 24 Argyle Str. Tearooms
For the Tea rooms, he and Margaret designed cutlery, napery, carpets, curtains and furniture. 
This is once more exemplary of Mackintosh’s opinion that the entire contents of a building 
should come within the architect’s purview, as a work of art in which decoration, furniture, 
fabrics and incidentals formed part of a perfectly balanced whole (Howarth, 1950).
Mackintosh often went further and selected a theme for his decorative ensemble. In Willow 
Tearooms, chair backs were exaggerated to give the impression of slender trees, where wall 
mirrors intentionally helped to multiply them into a forest -resembling presumably an alley of 
willow trees. Thus, curtains and carpets also carried symbolic motifs for every detail enhanced 
this single idea, in depth and diversity. Yet still it was never grotesque, for in his rooms, as in 
his furniture, the broad plain surfaces dominated, whereas bright colour and rich pattern were 
confined to small "jewel-like areas". As described by Muthesius : "Beauty of serene and pure 
colours...rmes moved by breath of destiny...a magic spell through the willow grove." (cited in 
Howarth, 1977:141) (Rg 25)Contrary to this poetic view, however, Alison’s interpretation is
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quite utilitarian, as he relates the interior scheme to the walls; where it is considered to be an 
element of continuity with the unique mural stencilling.
The Ingram Street Tea-rooms (Fig 26) contains examples of work by Mackintosh in many 
moods. "The pleasant white dining-room in the Mains Street tradition; The Oak Room, sombre 
and restrained in the manner of the School of Art Library, the restless, indecisive Cloister 
Room, and the ingeniously contrived fantasy of the China Tea-room", as Howarth (1977) has 
distinguished. All this reflect the complex personality of Mackintosh altogether.
"It is important in showing the fruits of Mackintosh’s break with the 
more organic style of the early 1900’s ...Cloister Room is totally 
new, not depending on any historical precedents and it shows 
Mackintosh was prepared to progress" (1990:190)
Fig. 25 Willow Tearooms, Glasgow Rg. 26 Ingram Str. Tearoom, Glasgow
As Billcliffe (1990) has indicated. Mackintosh was indeed on the verge of perfecting his style, 
for he had virtually arrived at an ideology which later allowed him to synthesize the elements
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of design into a truly modern style. Thus he accomplished this in his domestic work of 
Derngate. Thomas Howarth has pointed out that the remodelling of exterior and interior of this 
red brick Victorian terrace house by Mackintosh "predates any modern movement work In 
Britain".
As no organic motifs exist, Derngate truly signifies a break with Mackintosh’s earlier 
stencilling. The black paint and triangles of the front door are the keynotes, where all furniture 
is black and based on the square lattice. On the walls there is a stencilled pattern of triangles 
in yellow, grey, vermilion, blue, emerald green and purple.(Fig. 27a)
Fig. 27a Lounge Hall, Derngate Rg. 27b Guest Bedroom, Derngate
Mackintosh’s unique and new way of handling the interiors is exemplified also in the 
decoration, where it is realized by the manipulation of grain of timber (oak, mahogany, or 
sycamore). As for the guest room (Rg. 27b), the wall behind the twin beds was covered with 
black and white straps which mitred with ultramarine strips forming a picture frame. 
Consequently, Mackintosh produced a radically new stylistic vocabulary. One could say that 
this last commission was transitional in accentuating the aspect of Mackintosh’s 
unprecedented genius.
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In his interiors volume, surfoce, texture, line and colour, were skillfully manipulated to produce 
"a predetermined aesthetic effecT (Howarth, 1977). Such could be regarded as the third 
dimension of his earlier experiments in painting and the crafts as an individual artist Thus, as 
a conclusion, this complex system of formal and structural values which Mackintosh aimed to 
penetrate, and to integrate, has elicited this extreme sim plification o f figuration. "(Later) 
projects indicate continuing evolution of this style towards a strictly modern interpretation of
line and form.....(said to be) reminiscent of Art Deco that was to come" (Cooper, 1989:14).
There exists a clear, yet to ta l organization of the in te rio r w ith a ll its  elements, (both 
aesthetic and functional) in every aspect.
3.2.3 Furniture Designs
For Mackintosh, furniture was a significant category of design, for it was an integral, 
fundamental element of space. Yet, Mackintosh’s style concerning his forms in furniture lay in 
his unique ability to bring these objects together in harmony with the spatial compositions. For 
him, beauty lay in art -as opposed to strict utilitarian -he exorted all architects and craftsmen to 
work for the same ideals. This is evinced in his furniture, where each piece of h is furn iture is 
regarded as a separate work o f art, fo r each is  the unique constitution of princip les o f 
design which have circum stantiated w ith in a specific in terio r setting. Thereby his 
furniture is still conceived as "sculpture" today.
Mackintosh’s furniture is exciting in its approach to the problems of design and of the 
manipulation of mass and space, line and colour. His designs were far removed from the 
mediocracy of traditional forms prevalent in furniture which "only seemingly considered" 
comfort and ergonomics at the time. David Dunster comments on this matter;
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"for Mackintosh furniture and space were merely categories of 
design within which motifs were precisely scaled to the material 
being used. The totality of both seems to avoid that unusable 
geometricising ...there is always a variety of scales between the 
whole room and surface(s)." (Cited in Cooper, 1989:7)
Initial pieces of Mackintosh’s furniture had been wardrobes for Guthrie and Wells of Glasgow. 
Simple and relatively "austere" with pleasant proportions, they resembled nothing of the Art 
Nouveau furniture in Europe. Rectangular shapes dominated many of his earlier designs, with 
an emphasis on broad panels of timber relieved only by gentle curved aprons or pierced 
decoration. Nevertheless, "his works were on the whole heavy and lacked refinemenr 
(Howarth, 1977:320).
However, his white furniture (initially 120 Mains Str.) represented a bold step forward -by 
contemporary standards of the commercial market. Thus, furniture design offered Mackintosh 
a chance to experiment in yet another medium, "a medium in which (he) had to meet strictly 
utilitarian requirements and to curb his restless, inventive spirit" as Howarth (1977) has 
indicated. The first evidence of a radical change in his furniture is at Argyle Street Tearooms. 
This can be partly attributable to the opportunity of collaboration with George Walton, who had 
already made the name for himself as a designer of furniture.
Unlike his architectural and interior works, which by then had gained credibility, there are 
some indefinite and unclear aspects concerning his furniture designs. This is imputable most 
probably to Mackintosh not having commented on this category of his style (This issue will be 
further discussed in Chapter 4.1). Despite these uncertainties, the Derngate pieces which 
anticipated European work of the next decade, proceeding those of the Hill House and 
Windyhill. Furniture of Derngate clearly manifests the true spirit of his style: the candid use of 
materials, in terms of their inherent properties; and concepts of structure and harmony -in
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terms of ornament as emerging strictly from structure. In this phase, as Mackintosh was 
employing a simplified rectilinear approach to furniture design, he ensued a quality of build 
that contrasted with the prevalent furniture of Glasgow (Eadie, 1990).
With respect to this latter aspect regarding construction, in coherence with Mackintosh’s 
increasing employment of simplified form-language, his furniture went behind constraints of 
workshop production. Eadie (1990), pursues on the matter as he stresses upon Mackintosh’s 
practice of employing a rtis tic  form  capabie o f being mass-produced. Billcliffe, bringing this 
matter up-to-date comments on Mackintosh’s furniture,
"The Derngate designs are as much furniture for the second 
machine age as anything by Mies van der Rohe, Marcel Breuer or 
Le Corbusier, but they rely on traditional materials. ...they are 
modern without being rebellious. Mackintosh did not ...use chrome,
steel, leather or plate glass to make new statements...... what is now
recognized ...work as a good, straight forward approach to the 
problems of designing in a modern idiom with traditional materials 
had been accomplished by Mackintosh almost seventy years ago". 
(1990; 198)
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4 MACKINTOSH AS A DESIGNER OF CHAIRS
Unquestioningly Mackintosh was a versatile, many sided designer: he was as much an art 
worker, as he was an architect By reason of this, every artifact Mackintosh designed 
constituted a profound explanatory statement Even though furniture by Mackintosh, and 
especially his chairs, have been frequently criticized as unfunctional and incomprehensible, to 
anyone familiar with the architect’s work in the minor arts (watercolors, stencils and graphic 
design), they have never lacked meaning.
Like a majority of his furniture, the chairs were demonstrators of the form al and functional 
whole of the elements which constituted the "spatial fab ric" specific to that interior.
Therefore, any structure within this spatial composition inevitably was born then out of the 
"pure play of form s" related to that interior -without totally disregarding their precise function. 
Chairs among other furniture need to be precisely assessed, for they are perhaps the most 
delicate and intricate items Mackintosh has ever designed. Alison has described them as 
"magical":
"Magic quality of his chairs, secrets of their proportions, dimensions 
in the reflective play of masses and spaces, tensions of the curved 
lines in the distribution of orthogonal geometrical rhythms. The 
delicacy of materials, cravings and colors in the invention of his 
woven motifs." (1974:13)
His chairs should be evaluated in terms of Mackintosh’s own perception of this item within the 
interior. All of the formal elements which contribute to the realization of an interior are found 
most evidently in this unique item.
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" ... all the formal elements which contribute to the realization of an 
interior are to be found in one object The chair, conceived by 
Mackintosh as the node from which the most important and 
meaningful elements of the formal structure of the interior 
environment emerge and become articulate, is of necessity the 
most meaningful object which unifies his entire architectonic 
evolution. Each chair in itself constitutes an explanatory statement" 
(Alison, 1974:104)
Describing the apex of his designs for chairs with prophetic forms, Carlsen (1977) considers 
them, still today, "to be sentinels of some future civilization."
Even though each chair is to be considered individually and in spite of the fact that most of 
the chairs remain as curiosities, it is not completely preposterous to detect some common 
principles employed by Mackintosh as a designer of chairs. Initially, Mackintosh favoured 
drop-in seats, lightly upholstered, and covered with lined or stout haircloth. Even his fireside 
chairs are of extremely heavy box construction, with high winged backs. These are indeed 
reminiscent of farmhouse and cottage furniture, especially of Highland as Howarth (1977) has 
hinted. The latter point leads to another aspect of Mackintosh’s earlier chairs: the adoption of 
heavy characteristics of Ceitic/Gothic furniture. Such could be regarded as the "Monastic 
and Medieval" echo of the Scottish line, an element to be found in any analytical study of 
Mackintosh productions (Alison, 1974). Billcliffe has pointed out another aspect. Mackintosh 
had initially started to design furniture by adopting what was available, thus this may also 
account for the heavy traditional shapes of his earlier phase.
"There’s little doubt that Mackintosh would have followed Macnair’s 
example... by placing tracing paper over illustrations of furniture in 
catalogues or magazines and try to improve on the original design 
or devise new forms of decoration for it"  (1990:14)
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Nevertheless, such heaviness was relinquished by Mackintosh in the later years, in correlation 
with his better understanding of the structure and material that constituted the chair. His chairs 
gradually revealed the signs of refinement and transfiguration. In his mature works decorative 
structures are fully absorbed, with the true structural principles of both the construction and 
tradition are regained. A piece of furniture thus conceived for Mackintosh was a 
decorated structure and not a structured decoration.
In his later works, the grain is exposed, the stretchers and legs are thin. The design is simply 
stated where the fragility of the construction is accepted and further exposed. No new 
structural techniques are used.
Lastly as Alison (1984) has annotated, it is worth remembering that, usually the detailed 
analysis of solely the functional structure of a chair may not indicate much, for "the value of 
the object lies solely in its ultimate composition". This composition is the "daily research 
of the artist in his recollected attitude vis-a-vis art", for Mackintosh aimed to create an 
individuality for a piece of furniture so that it could be distinguished from a contemporary, 
industrially produced piece. Such utilitarian pieces at the time did indeed demand a certain 
sacrifice from the aesthetic and formal qualities. The sole purpose of production for utility 
contradicted Mackintosh, since his chairs’ aesthetic qualities were derived from a concept of 
unity within the interior. Perhaps it was by reason of this that for Mackintosh craftsmanship 
(regarding the artistic quality of his chairs) was synonymous with old-fashioned methods of 
construction. Therefore, the main contradiction remained in Mackintosh’s chairs: advanced 
design, but hand-crafted production which employed traditional materials. Hence, "many of 
his pieces have not stood the test of time and that, in Glasgow at least, his furniture acquired 
a reputation for shoddy construction as well as for infunctioning an inhuman lack of 
comfort" (Billcliffe, 1990:9)
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There remains no doubt that in the majority of these designs, Mackintosh has in fact sought 
primarily to create an aesthetic effect to stimulate the observer visually rather than to provide 
ergonomic comfort (a point which has not escaped the attention of contemporary critics) as 
Howarth (1977) and others have stressed.
"It is true that Mackintosh chairs are given a wide berth by those 
who know that deliberations are to be lengthy, but Mackintosh who 
certainly designed furniture, for its visual effect, also designed it for 
a generation who were tailored, corseted and taught to sit upright."
(Macaulay, 1989:109)
4.1 MATERIALS AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
Furniture design in general, and not only chairs, provided Mackintosh the ultimate challenge in 
a new and unfamiliar medium, for he enthusiastically experimented in this field producing well 
over fourhundred pieces of furniture in twentyfive years. Mackintosh’s own approach has truly 
been originative since there is very little repetition of any one design, despite that majority of 
them have been domestic in scale and many of them have been used publicly, in tearooms.
What has made Mackintosh chairs so unique among his other furniture, beside their spatial 
composition, is his own synthesis of the materials, structure and form. This is easily detected 
through the progressive evolution of his chairs, regarding their structure, construction and 
details.
Theoretically, for Mackintosh, the form of a chair consisted of a closed solid cube initially. This 
form was functional for seating and visually pleasing for it was simple as well. Such conception 
brought forth a certain material realization in order to form an aesthetic yet utilitarian structure
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as Alison has stressed (1974). With respect to this, two factors are revealed that are 
consistent in all Mackintosh’s chairs, as in all of his constructive work.
One factor is the attempt, during constructing, to remain faithful to the initial figuration in 
order to translate it into reality with integrity. The other fector is the artistic attribute of 
faithfulness to the aim and function of the object. Consequently, it can be agreed that 
Mackintosh has combined every detail to form a "well-calibrated edifice". (Alison, 1974)
Thus in general, the stylistic diversity of Mackintosh’s chairs is not actually the formal structure 
-for it is well established with these two factors- but, in the modification of secondary details, 
treatment of surface, varnish, use of glass inserts and other decorative forms. In a comparison 
between him and Walton (a contemporary furniture designer, his collaborator in Buchanan 
Str. Tearooms), such has been clearly depicted by Howarth:
"..craftsmen who worked with... agree that Walton was a designer of 
good taste and something of a connoisseur,..Mackintosh.. fired 
them with enthusiasm, and astonished them with his capacity for 
invention. Walton always remained dignified and aloof, ...his 
designs be executed with mechanical precision. Mackintosh 
...worked with the decorators, varying his designs, and adding 
touches of colour here and there to give sparkle and vitality as the 
scheme materialized. It was his complete grasp of the problem in 
hand, his delight in using simple materials." (1977:37)
Departing from this point. Mackintosh continuously struggled to overcome the limitations of 
wood. Such innovative attempts are evident in various kinds of treatment of wood on typical 
examples.
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His early furniture, well-made and sturdy, is definitely "cognizance” of its wood material, as 
this is typified by the chair with oval backrail form the Argyle Street Tearooms (1897). The Oak 
has been left unpainted intentionally for it corresponds to both expression and allocation 
(former, for it has a carved ornament at the back, latter, for its in accordance with the dense 
atmosphere). Mackintosh detested glossy varnish and discovered stains and polishes which 
would reveal and enchance the natural beauty of the wood, as he favoured dark brown, 
almost black hues, or deep olive-green, neutrals which provided an ideal background for 
repousse metal, harmonized of rose-tinted gesso and the stenciled fabrics.
On the other hand. Mackintosh later also tried painting his chairs, however, "it remains open to 
question whether Mackintosh painted his furniture to help conceal the structural inadequacies 
(of his)..style or whether he wish(ed) to create the illusion of using a new and ..non existent 
material", which in a way hid the limitations caused by traditional cabinet-making construction 
(Billcliffe, 1990). This was probably true of production, since the new furniture was painted 
white, both to reinforce the concept of the unity of interior, and also to conceal the joints,
"The decoration of ..structural and even non-structural members 
was often of a kind alien to the nature of wood. Had the timber 
been exposed, all the faults, as the Arts & Crafts designers would 
have called them, would have been exposed as well, and they
would, at the very least, have detracted from the design.... To
overcome this. Mackintosh gave his new designs a coat of icy white 
enamel, still applied over a filler that obliterated all trace of the grain 
below." (92-93)
It seems as if Mackintosh would have preferred to use a totally new material, which was 
appropriate for his designs and constructions. The impositions of form and structure employed 
onto the timber of the chair show that there was no aesthetic value to be gained from 
exposing the material. Consequently, Mackintosh has aimed to transform wood by painting it
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white, black or occasionally silver (ñg. 28), he was able to release it from its traditional 
restrictions.
However, in time. Mackintosh gave up his experimentation with painted and carved surfaces 
and returned to a more traditional use of timber for his furniture, again. The design was simply 
stated, this time, the fragility of the construction substantially was not hidden by enamel. As he 
simplified his style there was no longer a trace of any organic decoration. The exposed grain 
this time gave the impression of "sturdy utility" as the decorative features no longer influenced 
basic linearity of design. Small decorative elements such as inlays were repetitious of the 
general geometrical shapes. Mackintosh gradually refined this new style over the next few 
years (Billcliffe, 1990).
Fig. 28 Silver Painted Furniture, Room De Luxe
The chairs of Hill House and Derngate -geometrical and severe- are typical of such 
sophistication. The timber is stained and polished smooth with wax to emphasize the grain, or 
ebonized with a black stain that left the grain of wood exposed. Mackintosh selected woods 
with a finer grain (sycamore, plane and maple), and was thus able to achieve finer details.
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sharper edges and thinner sections, the decoration often being solely the random variation of 
the wood grain itself. And lastly Mackintosh’s last major commission, Derngate (Rg. 27), 
chairs are even plainer with no reference to curves. As it has been agreed by many critics, 
these pieces "..with their clean lines and simple applied decoration" would have been ideal tor 
mass production (Billcliffe, 1990:98).
However, apart from Derngate pieces, complications regarding the hand crafted production 
have always been present, as his furniture was produced by local tradesmen and furniture 
makers and joiners like Francis Smith or Alexander Martin. Although having been trained well 
(by the Clyde Shipyards standards of Glasgow), Mackintosh’s designs had to be understood 
by these men who were not accustomed to making designer furniture. Such is ultimately 
apparent in the "poor condition of many of the pieces today". Billcliffe (1990) has blamed this 
on Mackintosh’s "concern not with ...craftsmanship or construction, but with final appearance".
4.2 CLASSIFIED ANALYSES OF HIS CHAIRS
Although Mackintosh’s chairs are to be ultimately evaluated and contemplated in terms of 
their constitution within the interior, there needs to be a certain classification to further 
accentuate their esoteric composition. Such classification intends to explore Mackintosh’s 
chairs’ unique structural and aesthetical qualities, not exactly piece by piece, but as a 
"transfiguration process" in terms of furniture design as a whole. As this classification provides 
significant emphasis on overall materials and production techniques, it prevents any 
superficial interpretation. Furthermore such approach is eminent in reconsideration of these 
chairs in terms of contemporary standards, in contemporary interiors.
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4.2.1 High and Low-Backed Chairs
Howarth (1977) has classified Mackintosh’s chairs into two commonly-known categories, of 
high-backed and low-backed. Even though such classification is mostly general and 
therefore insufficient, Howarth has still been able to provide equitable insight to Mackintosh’s 
overall design process as a designer of chairs.
All high-backed chairs, as Howarth has assessed, look equally uncomfortable and equally 
"unorthodox” as all have been criticized frequently for being unpractical and 
incomprehensible. Yet, they convey the same message in every medium,
"...the tall backs the oval insets, the pierced patterns of squares and 
crescents, all tell the same story of growth, of upward surging 
vitality. Such chairs were always designed for a particular setting 
where vertical emphasis was required, ...and when used singly or in 
small groups, they provided in valuable decorative elements in a 
large, high room. ...some particular significance, as in the Willow 
tea-room where the multiplicity of high, spindly backs was intended 
to resemble a forest of young willow trees." (Howarth, 1977:50-52)
Mackintosh’s ability to transform the ordinary into the "fantastic" is clearly evident in these 
chairs with high-backs. Such aestheticism -as emphasized through their exploitation of 
proportions- however has resulted in the lack of proper ergonomic comfort and also the 
adequate durability in terms of construction.*
* As their structuring have been deficient for regular use, especially as in a 
public place, the tea-room chairs in Glasgow have been in continual 
repair; reinforced with metal brackets and the backs reduced to a more 
reasonable height (Howarth, 1977:50-52)
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Nonetheless, chairs of this kind have proved to be the best examples of use o f form  to  
challenge ordinary conceptions o f space, owing this to their impressive proportions. 
Miyake accentuates this point;
"Although the chair(s) appear to have an unusually high back, (they) 
actually have very low seat(s), thereby distorting the normal sitting 
position of the occupant for Mackintosh, it would seem space and 
the human body were as mutable as they were for Alice in 
Wonderland." (1988:14)
As for his low-backed chairs, they were much more soundly constructed, and hence have 
been approximated more closely to traditional types. They were of "sturdy proportions", for 
usually they had very wide seats and sloping arms. Some of the designs are lightly framed 
and only earlier examples are heavily built up with solid panels. With respect to their 
ergonomic qualities and thereby their appropriateness of utility, these chairs can be 
considered to be "quite functional". Yet, conventional and appropriate as they may be, in 
terms of their proportions, they are not among the better known pieces by Mackintosh. 
However, low-backed chairs should not be overlooked for lacking Mackintosh’s general 
principles of artistry. They only appear less striking, when compared to the visual impact of the 
high-backed ones.
4.2.2 An Evolutionary C lassification o f Mackintosh’s Chairs
"M ackintosh never indulges in repetition", not even in the legs of a series of chairs from 
the same period of his style. Perhaps, it is best to recognize "each chair as unique, even if 
ail together they form  part of a singular series" (Alison, 1974).
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As his chairs do not easily yield to any simplistic classification, an approach that searches for 
meaning and value only in the figurative aspect, ignores the historical and individual aspects 
(which reflected current Glasgow architectural and artistic opinion). According to Alison this is 
to "risk misinterpreting" the real properties and nature of the cha irs" namely that they are 
functional objects" (1974).
Thus, departing from this point a more appreciative classification has been established by 
Alison, who acclaims that "the ir unity ..(can) be drawn ..from  the ir reiationship which is in 
constant m utation and which repiies to  all the other furn ish ings in the in terior they 
were designed fo r". So with regard to its progressive evolution, Alison’s evaluation of 
Mackintosh’s chairs can be interpreted as follows, in four phases;
-1897 .LOW/HIGH BACK CHAIR (ARGYLE STR. TEAROOMS)
.CHAIR WITH OVAL BACK RAIL (ARGYLE STR. TEAROOMS)
-1900 .CHAIR WITH LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH BACK (INGRAM STR.TEAROOMS)
-1902 .CHAIR PAINTED WHITE AND UPHOLSTERED IN LINEN
.ARMCHAIR PAINTED WHITE AND UPHOLSTERED IN LINEN 
(TURIN EXHB. AND WARNDORFER MUSIK SALON, VIENNA)
-1902-1904 .CHAIR WITH HIGH BACK (BEDROOM HILL HOUSE, 1902)
.CHAIR FOR DINING ROOM 
.CURVED U n iC E  BACK CHAIR 
.CHAIR PAINTED SILVER WITH HIGH BACK 
(ROOM DE LUXE, WILLOW TEAROOMS, 1904)
With regard to Alison’s (1974) evaluation, which has been on a chronological basis, such 
classification can be interpreted, as also the evolutionary phases of Mackintosh’s style as a
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designer of chairs. As the first phase exemplifies traditional influences, the chairs of the 
latter phase are representative of formal symbolism. The 1902 phase, once more justifying 
Margaret’s detectable influence, stresses ornamentation. And lastly chairs from 1902-1904, 
point to a more distinct aspect; Mackintosh’s chairs’ inevitable spatial presence -as a 
consequence of its well-chosen relationship with the interior.
4.2.2.1 1897
1897 designs encompasses three chairs of low and high back, an armchair for a smoking 
room and the chair with the oval backrail, all designed exclusively for Argyle Street Tearooms. 
LOW/HIGH BACK ARMCHAIR (TUB-CHAIR) is one of the earliest examples of Mackintosh’s 
chairs which appeared along with other pieces in the smoking room, decorated jointly with 
George Walton. (Fig. 29)
This is an initial design phase of Mackintosh, where contemporary furniture consisted of 
traditionally robust reproductions. Therefore, these chairs can be said to have belonged to the 
contemporary school of thought, the Arts and Crafts Movement -particularly construction-wise. 
It also refers to Mackintosh’s "ideological patrimony" concerning the "theoretical 
requalification of indigenous Scottish style" (Alison, 1974).
"This chair so elegant in its essentiality, symmetry and confluence, 
is a homage to the austere simplicity of the Scottish Vernacular, and 
thus to Mackintosh’s remarkable touch, by that time already 
exercised and educated. It is not difficult to explain why the 
vernacular style pleased and aroused ..admiration." (87)
The chair’s structure is based on a closed solid cube and it reveals two factors that are 
consistent in all his later works. One is the study of techniques and the coherent attempt to
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modify them into the chair’s structure, while considering the necessary function of the chair as 
the second factor. Although this latter aspect may seem to have been obscured by artistic 
qualities, for they were intentionally brought forth, it was nevertheless always present -even if 
it hasn’t been Mackintosh’s primary concern especially in his later works. However, 
Mackintosh’s illusionary approach by distortion is also apparent as, Ih e  observer imagining 
himself about to sit thinks of himself as slipping towards the back, perceiving an illusionary 
slope, but in reality the pillars are exactly level and the seat is horizontal" (Alison, 1974:87). 
This particular piece is representative of Mackintosh’s earlier experiments with structure and 
construction.
Fig. 29 Low and High Backed armchair Tub Chair, 
Argyle Street Tearooms
In the CHAIR WITH THE OVAL BACKRAIL respect for tradition and the Scottish vernacular 
is more substantialized in accordance with the "typical appreciation of craflsmanship"( Rg. 
30). Therefore, like all chairs made in 1900, oak is deliberately left unpainted for it to be 
exposed. According to Alison however, the "distinctive artistic merit" of the chair lies in its
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"specific fundamental equilibrium of its form" which is eventuated in a manner as to be viewed 
from every point by the observer.
"The back view looks like a tall picture delimited by two lateral 
uprights and by the top and bottom cross-bars. ...view it in terms of 
the two long bands which express in neo-Gothic semantic the 
dynamic ascensional osmosis between the material of which the 
chair is made and the aesthetic quality of the configuration, that 
dynamic configuration between the lower horizontal and the ..top. 
Only the perceptible organization of the observer gives unity to this 
astonishing pattern..." (Alison, 1974:89)
As Mackintosh intended to treat space with quite remarkable effects, this was realized within 
and around the chair. The two bands visually accent the "pseudo-ellipse" of the summit, which 
establishes a nodal point. With regards to this conclusive convex element at the top, Alison 
brings forth further insight:
" Until the end of last century the upper part of a building...or a 
furniture was designed to agree with the...style of the whole, and at 
the same time served as a dividing element in surrounding space..." 
(1990:90)
here is no doubt that because of its dimension, proportion and form, the top of this chair 
constitutes a unity in itself as such it fulfils perfectly its function as a screen and as a 
background for the person sitting. The summit appears isolated, yet in communication with the 
whole, with the slight concavity in the form. As for the moon shaped carving, it is totally 
integrated into the whole. It is exemplary of the long archetypal sedimentation as Alison 
remarks, "two lateral horns (have been) spread out in isolation like flapping wings attached to 
central body" (1974:90).
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Rg. 30 Chair with Oval-Back Rail, 1897
Consequently then it can be agreed that, this chair represents the achievement of 
Mackintosh’s artistic goal concerning the comparative role of function and beauty. The 
exquisite balance of uprights and carved top piece all justify this role.
4.2.2.21900
As for the CHAIRS WITH LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH BACK for the Ingram Street Tearooms, the 
general form of the chair, regardless of Mackintosh’s variations of height, is again exemplary 
of his immediacy of expressionism. The structure of this chair once more "reaffirms the 
fundamentally harmonic scheme of preceding chairs" and therefore expresses "in a semantic
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key, a singular figurative quality which is juxtaposed to the heterogeneous structure of the 
geometrical totality” (Alison, 1974:92). Thus distinguishing quality between these chairs and 
the one with the oval backrail is not actually the structure, but the accentuation of secondary 
details through careful modification. (Rg. 31)
The new proposition -more unified and coherent- is better related to the function. More 
precisely. Mackintosh has purified the originai scheme by "reducing the importance of 
coiiaterai configurations” ( as opposed to the summit and differentiating sections of the 
previous chair).
The attempts for variations of the prototype is not extremely striking, since the back is solely 
the prominent feature -a feature which has achieved the extreme elegance that it maintains its 
figurative characteristics even in the altered editions. Such treatment at the back, both 
structure and height wise, hints to Mackintosh’s unique spatial treatment, an ideology which 
was to be fully developed later. One can therefore agree with Macleod (1983), that the formal 
dignity of the chair now is much more apparent in the surface figurations which "have an 
autonomous existence in their simplified forms.”
According to Alison (1974) the composition of the back expresses itself through the 
complexity of Mackintosh’s graphic symbolism and therefore symbolizes in one way or 
another usually "ascending and descending forces”, an aspect previously identified by 
Howarth (1977) as well. Thus within the overall back, the presence of empty spaces by 
cut-outs has given the back a visual thickness, where it functions as a relief, almost as if 
upholstery. Structure-wise, the details on the back can be considered to be perfected as well.
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Fig. 31 Chairs with Low/Medium/High Back Ingram Tearooms
4.2.2.31902
Mackintosh’s chairs designed for Turin Exhibition of 1902 and for Warndorfer Music Salon 
(CHAIR AND ARMCHAIR PAINTED WHITE AND UPHOLSTERED IN LINEN) stand apart 
with their color, unique upholstery and curvy structure, showing no resemblance either to 
Mackintosh’s proceeding or proceeding chairs. The interior presented at Turin included an 
armchair and table set which were painted white with striking "iconographie overtones" and 
organic connotations.
(Fig. 32)
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Alison (1974) within his analysis, has distinguished these pieces as being beautiful and frail, 
for it is difficult to reconcile them with the solidity and austerity of the previous chairs. What 
distinguishes these pieces from the rest is the shape that is in unity with the decoration. Hence 
these chairs reveal an original understanding of shape and ornamentation that is now 
organized in an organically unified context, where the true message of these pieces has 
been entrusted into its unique decoration.
In these chairs. Mackintosh’s linearity is given away to "spontaneous and less dogmatic 
creativity", where Mackintosh can be said to have intentionally based structuring of these 
chairs on natural forms, as "Free-flowing and vibrant curves contrast the geometrical lines of 
the preceding models and are the formal expression of the secret vital forces. Hence infact is 
a return to that first and original source in organic nature, the field of study of both Mackintosh 
and Margaret Macdonald....and one sees that new feeling for unusual foral symbolism which 
was part of their reciprocal influence." (Alison, 1974:98)
With regard to this latter aspect, these chairs are exemplary of Margaret’s and The Four’s 
inevitable influence on Mackintosh’s style. There is no doubt that Mackintosh wished this 
chair, together with other pieces, to represent the style of The Four from Glasgow in Turin. 
Since in both chairs the structure is an organism of tensions’ where the emphasis is on 
Margaret’s decoration. Yet, these should not be seen as solely ornamentative pieces, for they 
are, in accordance with Mackintosh’s principles. Mackintosh has unified -in his own discreet 
way- decorative elements with structure and function. Such details include, the curve at the 
rear uprights as it allows the separation of the chair from the wall and also the rungs as they 
join the uprights, all uniting the structure. Also the shape of the seat gives the chair a striking 
sense of depth, "almost as if the distance between the front plane of the chair and the 
decorated back was greater than it really is" (Alison, 1974). The glass inserts with their form
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and color, and most important of all in their consistency add a certain delicacy and 
transparency to  the back as well, stressing the depth. As for the unique color of these pieces 
-which contribute to the delicacy- it has had very different effects. This was peculiar and 
striking for it was something unaccustomed to since, until then white painted furniture had 
not been seen fo r generations (one had to go back to the reign of Louis XVi in order to 
encounter white furniture). Consequentially the scheme of the chair is quite original and 
interesting. This is attributable to the unique expression o f lightness and neutrality, where 
the form, along with the color, is complementary to the design on the back.
Fig. 32 Chair and Arm chair Painted WhiteTurin exhibition
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4.2.2.4 1902-1904
The last phase comprises chairs from Mackintosh’s last commissions, which are completed 
after 1902 , that is after the success and experience of the Exhibitions in Vienna and Turin 
when Mackintosh was considered to be most creative. Perhaps by reason of this, these chairs 
best represent his unique synthesis of formal and structural values.
Although Alison (1974) seems to have taken four visually diverse chairs into account, this 
diversity is only superficial as they are all exemplary of Mackintosh’s mature style, which 
anticipated certain trends that belonged to the future"... so far from contemporary trends that 
they had little influence even on more enlightened opinion, let alone on average person" 
(Alison, 1974:102).
For Mackintosh as the chair -with all its formal and structural values- eventuated from the 
interior, these pieces are also typical as contributors to his spatial compositions. The 
allocation o f a chair, like structure, thus originates from  the organization o f components 
o f well-chosen relationships w ith in the interior environment. As a consequence, initial 
examples of CHAIR WITH THE HIGH BACK (ROOM DE LUXE) and DINING ROOM CHAIR 
from the Willow Tearooms were produced in numbers, whereas the CURVED LATTICE 
BACK CHAIR (Willow Tearoom) and THE LADDERBACK CHAIR (for the bedroom of the 
Hill House) were produced singularly or as a couplet These numbers regarding production 
are interrelated w ith the ir specific location, defined by both their particular function and 
desired visual impact.
The Room De Luxe, reserved for ladies, especially illustrates Mackintosh’s formal structure, 
when compared with other rooms. The Room De Luxe chair (Fig 33), can be considered as
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transitory for it still hints at the cogent artistic collaboration with The Four, with its unique silver 
paint, purple insets and curvilinear accents. However, this chair was made with the intention 
of enhancing and displaying the key elements of the interior: The willow wall decoration, 
stained glass doors and panels of purple and beige. (Rg. 25) It is by reason of this that this 
chair belongs to this category, where the meaning of a chair is to be found in terms of its 
overaii environment. Mackintosh has combined the chequered section at the back with the 
'ultra-violet light’ of the glass inserts producing an austere yet frail design. With its exquisite 
structure molding into "a symbolic drapery”, (Alison, 1974) this chair is the last example of 
Mackintosh’s organic linearity along with colored painting.
As for the DINING ROOM CHAIR, in total contrast, it has a strikingly simpler, yet unusual 
design. This chair is of considerable significance, not so much for its spatial construction, but 
for it typifies the new, simpler, linear vocabulary of Mackintosh (Fig 34). Thus, it represents the 
apex of the evolution of his style as a designer of chairs. The ’’virtuosity in the volume" can be 
imputed to the ribs, as Alison stresses:
"The most remarkable aspecL..is the perfect succession of 
horizontal elements on the back in a most original alternating series 
of spaces and masses which together produce a singular and 
homogeneous vertical element The impact of the volume is created 
in the rhythmic division of the ribs which is analogously re-proposed 
in the wall decoration." (1974:103)
However the structural composition does not completely exhaust its function in relation to this 
decorative intent It "polarizes" the entire interior because of its simple yet attractive rungs of 
the back.
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Fig. 33 Chair From Room De Luxe (Allison, 1974)
°TfgL------ Zm
Rg. 34 Dining-room Chair, Willow Tearooms (Allison, 1974) 
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THE LATTICE BACK CHAIR is one of the most fundamental examples, as it emtxxiies a 
specific functional intent -as well as an overall visual impact- within its unique construction. 
This chair, (Rg. 35) with its impressively encompassing back, was made expressively for the 
manageress of the tearoom, the back would indeed have "fallen like a shawl” around her, as 
Allison has envisaged (1974). Furthermore, the uniquely chequered back divides and 
separates like a screen, two distinct areas within the interior, just as it determ ines and 
encloses a well-defined space w ith in itse if. Therefore, its specific singular allocation is 
once more to be accentuated, not to mention its color, chosen intently to enhance its function 
as it presents a stark dark contrast with the surroundings.
Fig 35 Curved Lattice Back Chair, Willow Tearooms 
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And lastly, THE LADDERBACK CHAIR, designed expressively for the master bedroom in 
Hill House, is the best known feature regarding Mackintosh’s interior compositions. (Rg 36) It 
is precisely through this couplet in the bedroom that the most definite reiationship between 
the interior and the cardinal item -the chair· is best appreciated. The distinctive interior 
concept of Mackintosh has been the role he attributed to any item of furniture. As for the chair 
-as a major item- its structure has been simple and linear whereas its relationship with the 
interior was complex and yet nevertheless most definite, since the chair was pre-concieved 
within the interior composition. Alison, tries to explore this intricate formula of Mackintosh’s 
esoteric spatial style;
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Rg. 36 Ladderback Chair, Hill House
"the relationships of movement which intervene between the 
..components of his interiors become in themselves objects in the 
interior. This is particularly noticeable in the chair which sometimes 
almost loses its function as a chair in order to become an essential 
part of an interior, even to the point of reflecting all its formal and 
structural characteristics., -dimensional relationships, symbolic 
values. ...as part of the value of the chair lies in its relationship with 
its environment, it must be studied as a part of the interior. Only in 
this way can the interaction of the figurations which compose it 
become meaningful." (1974:100)
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The Ladderback chair appears to exist more for its emblematic value, than for the functional 
(in the sitting sense). Its proper assessment should be with regard to such consideration, 
which will be further discussed in 4.3. Nonetheless, Alison advocates that it appears "the 
figurative connotations, necessary to the environmental composition serve to balance its poor 
functionality".
In its inevitable spatial context, the back appears as a "chequered square"’ (hinting Japanese 
influence), expresses the whole exclamatory space defining or rather demanding statement 
of the chair. The progressive evolution is valid for the structure, where the sections of the 
uprights and the rungs are taken to the limits of resistance. Consequently, the entire weight 
does not exceed 3 kg. (Appendix A)
"...in this phase Mackintosh achieved the acme of his capacity for 
synthesizing his vernacular patrimony in abstract terms. 
Complementary figurations disappear. The meaning of the chair is 
found in the line, which has become both more assured and more 
inventive." (Alison, 1974:102)
This latter distinctive inventive and all the more striking aspect of the Ladderback chair has 
been stressed by Miyake as well, with regards to its meaning secluded in its abstract line and 
amazing proportions,
"Space in fin-de-siecle architecture is also typically emphasized 
through distortion. Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s ^m ous 
ladder-back chair, with its high back and low seat,...seems to 
swallow up the visitor in a void, are fine examples of the 
fin-de-siecle use. Space and form came to be manipulated so 
skillfully that the resultant distortions border on irreality" (1988:11).
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4 ^  CHAIRS AS CONTRIBUTORS TO SPATIAL COMPOSITIONS
As each and every one of Mackintosh’s chairs have eventuated from a singular "ideological 
formation”, at the base of this lies an approach which involved meticulous attention to formal 
detail. Such detail was nevertheless always adopted to the possible practical measures, 
aiming to compose each chair into a singular solid structure -a structure that is complete and 
uniform as to reinforce analysis of his chairs (within an evolutionary categorisation), it is 
substantial to the idea of the unified interior. It is with this objective that after a collective 
analysis of his chairs (with an evolutionary categorisation) fully contemplate how each and 
every pre-concieved feature of a chair contributes to the "spatial texture" in return.
Therefore, the value of each chair’s composition is best perceived when examined in its 
spatial positioning, thoroughly exploring the realization of its contribution -just as Mackintosh 
has intended. This is also requisite for the re-evaluation o f these chairs in contemporary 
in teriors, since even if these chairs are devoided of their initial spatial formation and placed 
in  a to ta ily  unreiated, contemporary interior, they s tiil continue to  expound the ir space 
demanding and defining attributes. Alison has reiterated Mackintosh’s conception.
"...the chair constitutes the primary and essential pole, massing the 
substance of the whole execution, it is the knot of the multiple 
directions along which the spatial order is developed. Its extended 
valence, formulated in the composition of the pattern itself as well as 
in the formal and embellishing parts, immediately establishes a 
rapport of movement with the other elements that conforms with the 
most natural expression of the human presence, with results that 
are singular and of remarkable value." (Alison, 1973:22) (Fig 
37a and Appendix A)
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Fig 37a Ladderback Chair 37c Chair With the Tapered Back 
defines linearity
Such value is clearly evident in the willow chair, for it does possess an uncommon 
architectural and/or sculptural function within the interior (Rg. 37b). In the Willow Tearooms 
down either side of the Back Saloon, the tables were at right angles to the walls, with six 
dark-stained Ladderback chairs, arranged in two rows of three, at each table. The 
semi-circular order desk chair had been placed at the junction of the Front and Back Saloons, 
so that at the same time its curve was against the baldacchino in the white room. Its relatively 
high lattice construction -a pattern of a stylized willow- in the back accentuated once more the 
prevalent theme of the tearoom. But first and foremost, beside it aesthetic and functional 
presence, this chair acted as a room divider between the white front and dark back saloons 
(Grigg, 1983).
Such instance of a principle interior function is also evident in his earlier chair with the tapering 
back from Windyhill. It illustrates the perfect communication between object and environment, 
as it is an integral part of the overall project Despite its reference to archaic vernacular (the 
whole house itself, has been an architectural synthesis of Scottish vernacular), it is yet modern
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in its rational allocation in space. It cites some distinguished qualities of the decoration of the 
living room. The couplet poised at both sides of the fireplace, both define the organization of 
the wall as the positioning of the fireplace, where the tapered profile of the back rises to the 
exact height of the architrave of fireplace. (Fig. 37c) The latter aspect refers to still another 
important point which determines the setting of the chair: its  correlation w ith the waii. This 
has resulted with a direct interdependence between the walls and the chairs. Alison considers 
this as a unique trait of Mackintosh (1974).
iliiilil[E r
Fig 37b Curved Back Chair 
divides the room
Similar correlation with the wall is also evident in Mackintosh’s white rooms. The white 
furniture and white walls with dabs of colored organic decoration together form the "restricted 
architectonic control" of his interior spaces. Thus the white painted furniture give the room an 
"over-refined sophistication" which is sterile but truly mannered (Billcliffe, 1990). Just as one 
must evaluate Macintosh’s furniture both as sculpture and as functional items for everyday
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use, one should also acknowledge that his approach to spatial composition in his later works 
had been primarily sculptural.
As many of the later jobs involved internal alterations to existing buildings, Mackintosh, 
according to Billcliffe (1990), could "impose his character on the work only by creating ever 
more daring and ingenious arrangements of individual features” the chairs (212-215).
As for the esoteric function of his famous tall chairs they reinforce Mackintosh’s conception 
o f spatiai com position defining and dividing the room. The exaggerated proportions of 
the backs, attributed partly to this function, were further developed by Mackintosh wherewith 
this theme of the of high backed chair was manifested far beyond functional needs and 
became one of "the most assured elements in his ouvre." It is needless to point out that, 
such has been best realized, in his renowned piece; the Ladderback chair, where "the 
continual and silent dialogue of dimension and shape (still today, after almost a century) 
bestow(s) a certain aristocracy upon these chairs" (Alison, 1974). Its contribution to space with 
its intentive aesthetic presence is doubtlessy inherent in its volumetric composition.
"The most remarkable aspect of the chair is the perfect succession 
of horizontal elements on the back in a most original alternating 
series of spaces and masses which, together, produce a singular 
and homogeneous vertical element. The impact of the volume is 
created in the rhythmic division of the ribs which is analogously 
re-proposed in the wall decoration." (Alison, 1974:102)
With regard to this the interweaving at the top of the chair is not arbitrary, as it has continually 
been repeated throughout the house -in the stairway, (Fig.38) the lamp, the mural decoration, 
in the back of the hall chair, and even in the garden screen. However, it is nevertheless the 
popular "entrelac" figuration that appears as a rational and at the same time appropriate
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conclusion to the "kinetic evolution of ..succession of rungs” and not just a completion to the 
idea throughout the house as Alison (1974) has stressed. This aspect of its allocation, is much 
more mature than that of the chair from the dining room with the similar rungs.
One of the chairs is placed between two similar wardrobes, whilst the other chair is situated in 
front of the window embrasure. (Rg 39) Such composition is esoteric, for it contrasts the 
surrounding white painted objects and the delicacy of the mural decoration, as the two chairs 
with man-height backs are placed in the particular position chosen priorly by Mackintosh.
Rg.38 Rg. 39 Hill House, Master Bedroom and Stairway
Because of this specific positioning which constitutes a focus, the chairs polarize the entire 
articulation of the interior, the dark color of the wood making them distinct. Totally in another 
respect, Alison has described this setting, in duplicate, with regards to their aesthetic pairing
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quality, as "conduct(ing) a reciprocal dialogue as analogous heliotrophic (essential) 
figurations" (1974:102).
Thus, there is an intentional ornamental abstraction and a definite search for geometry within 
the environment This is validated perfectly in the bedroom of the Hill House, where the 
division of the various levels creates a more airy effect due to the introduction of an 
intermediate element of the alcove. This large alcove above the sleeping area, defines the 
height and therewith the particular spacing of the room. Hence the similar height of the doors, 
wardrobes, windows and, of course, of the two chairs corresponds with the height of the walls 
where they meet the vault
Conclusively than, the rigorously functional distribution of specially designed objects, 
especially the chairs along with other furnishings and ornaments, contribute exciusiveiy to 
the organic un ity o f the interior, just as Mackintosh has intended in the first place.
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5. REPRODUCTION OF THE LADDERBACK CHAIR
5.1 INFLUENCES OF MACKINTOSH’S STYLE
Mackintosh as a designer, architect and an artist, has been the actual avantgarde idealist at 
the turn of the century. Yet to evaluate Mackintosh in this idealist sense may overlook the fact 
that all of which he had advocated has actually been corporealized. Thus Mackintosh is not to 
be assessed solely through his words and credos, but be evaluated (or re-evaluated by 
contemporary means) through his works. It is for this reason that Mackintosh’s design 
philosophy -when contemplated through his works- has left an imprint upon his European 
contemporaries, and even after almost a century later still continues to be influential (Howarth, 
1977 and Alison, 1974).(Fig. 40)
Rg. 40 Ladderback Chair in a Doll House
His ideal o f an integrated life  o f art and living -underpined with his philosophy- and its 
social and psychological role, has always been valid since it embodied design of every single
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object of everyday use. This unique philosophy at the beginning of the century has been 
described by Mackintosh himself as,
"..... .the possible improvement in the design of
everything....insist(ing) on some artistic intention being evident in 
the making or adornment of each article for everyday use or 
requirement, an appeal for a discriminating thoughtfulness in the 
selection of appropriate shape -design fo r everything no matter 
how triv ia i." (Mackintosh dted in Eadie, 1990:132)
Mackintosh frankly expressed a new and adventurous spirit, in spite of the fact that he 
cultivated tradition at many instances. He was in fact a researcher into and an innovator of 
new form , as his design vocabulary (art, architecture and interior design) contained a 
figurative synthesis of pure and perfect lines, prim ary volum es and surfaces, the 
qualities which make his style all the more appreciated and therefore validated today.
Therefore, Mackintosh’s own awareness of potential in experimental techniques for new forms 
of expression and representation, first and foremost in interior design, can be considered to be 
a bold step, regardless of time and style: ” ...it is a step fought all the same with infinite points
of departure....  exercised with asystematic variety of elements, rich that is with that
investigation ...always prompt to repair emotion’s ravelled mesh to verify the contrasts of the 
forms’* (Alison, 1974:26).
5.1.1 Effects of Mackintosh on His Contemporaries
Charles Rennie Mackintosh has come in the wake of his contemporaries who had already 
"opened a breach in the obvious". This was in fact true since the general concerns regarding 
beauty, imagination and inventiveness in all spheres of art was a common preoccupation
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among all European avantgarde at the turn of the century. This age of the Ire e  style", as it 
has come to be called, had other exponents throughout Europe in Barcelona, Vienna, 
Brussels, Darmstadt and Paris. From these artistic capitals, there emerged other 
contemporary innovative free style designers many of whom sought the same solutions as 
Mackintosh, since they lived in the same dilemmatic era of industrialization and a it By reason 
of this, it is possible to draw similarities between the advocates of this new artistic search and 
Mackintosh, especially regarding the geometrical version. This style which developed in 
Glasgow, Vienna and Darmstadt simultaneously, was nevertheless an outcome of the same 
cultural climate:
" The phenomenon arose ...in those cities, ...as a result of there 
being a progressive intelligentsia with sufficient wealth to pay artists 
and designers to create an environment which expressed the 
modern outlook and ignored traditional styles." (Hasiam, 1989:85)
Other architects of the era also believed in the creation of a total beautified environment within 
a room or a building as Mackintosh did. Thus, Voysey and Bailie Scott achieved it in England, 
although in a totally different manner than Mackintosh’s. Yet the most striking example proving 
this similarity, quite ironically, has been the furniture of Frank Lloyd Wright, in America. 
(Rg.41) Although the two have never met, their furniture design showed strange parallelions 
up to about 1901.
However, certain resemblances or references to Mackintosh’s work by his contemporaries 
were not as this seemingly coincidental in Europe as this singular yet very vivid example. Even 
in the case of Wright’s furniture it has been claimed that any possible interaction could only be 
unidirectional, since Wright’s work was not published in Europe until 1910 (Billcliffe, 1990: 
9-10).
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Fig. 41 F. L. Wright’s furniture
Mackintosh’s whole new vocabulary of rectilinear form has been more than just a temporary 
phase in decorative design. On the contrary it ranged from a stylistic version of Art Nouveau, 
to a refined geometric abstraction. As his ornament often had some symbolic meaning (and 
because of earlier organic forms of his work with The Four), Mackintosh was usually put in 
the same category with his contemporaries in Britain who were limited with the curvilinear, 
decorative context of Art Nouveau. However, his style needs to be differentiated from his 
contemporaries.
With regard to this, Mackintosh’s contribution has been primarily recognized by Pevsner 
(1986), for he has extracted Mackintosh from the concept of Art Nouveau.
"...whatever else Mackintosh was he was no Art Nouveau 
designer. He and Margaret both disliked the wild gyrations of the 
florid French and Belgian furniture.... but too often their work was 
linked with it and their reputations suffered as a consequence."
(Pevsner, 1986:140)
Mackintosh’s work as a whole stands outside the mainstream of his period.
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In Britain, Mackintosh’s unique design concept was met with hostility and Mackintosh in fact 
exercised little influence in Britain. The reasons behind Mackintosh’s failure in initiating a 
distinct "British Movemenf have been stressed by several critics. Howarth has attributed such 
failure to several reasons:
"(For a) revolutionary movement in architecture and the minor arts 
is to be successfully launched...There must be a leader, an initiator, 
an advocate of new principles...(the leader of some literary ability) A 
club, a school, or a society...some vehicle by which their views can 
be propagated and by...(which to ) convert others they may 
produce a magazine, or journal,..." (254-255)
As Mackintosh lacked this theoretical background for academic appreciation and as his style 
was not promoted by exhibitions, discussions and lectures for public interest -a pattern 
followed by architects in Austria and of the Arts and Crafts movement- he inevitably became 
just one of his British contemporaries. English designers and architects were at the time a 
number of individuals each working quite independently. Thus, the fact that a new and a 
distinctive local style had been created passed unheeded. "The Studio" magazine’s (English 
journal of arts) promotive attempts also failed for it was not exactly "the mouthpiece" of the 
movement like its Austrian equivalent "Ver Sacrum".
In another aspect perhaps the reason for the deeply rooted hostility towards the aspects of 
"advancement" in Mackintosh’s design ideology was mostly due to his collaboration with "The 
Four", since their work was considered spooky, overtly artistic and moreover quite explicit at 
the same time (Howarth, 1977). In fact, although having been a debut, the work of the 
"Four" evoked much condemnation at the London Arts and Crafts Exhibition of 1896. Yet this 
should not be taken as a final word on the course of the distinct movement under Mackintosh.
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Continental exhibitions provided a substantial platform for the display and propagation of the 
"Glasgow Style"*as it has come to be known abroad. As Viennese Seccession’s (Artistic 
movement in Vienna concurrent with Art Nouveau) interest expanded to include styles from 
abroad, especially British architects,Charles Ashbee, Baillie Scott and Mackintosh were invited 
to display their work for the Eighth Exhibition of The Viennese Secession in Turin. 
Mackintosh’s room at the Exhibition, enthusiastically praised for its "sensuality and sensivity", 
was particularly well received. (Rg. 42)
Rg. 42 The Rose Bordouir, 
Turin Exhibition, 1902 (Grigg, 1983)
"You stand perhaps in the room of Mr and Mrs Mackintosh, you see 
thin, tall candles, chairs and cupboards which thrust upwards in 
pure verticals, panels with slender elliptical figures whose outlines 
are determined by the linear play of the unifying thread."
(Muther cited in Haslam, 1989:88)
Billcliffe (1990) has also argued that these interiors would have had a profound effect upon 
the Secessionists, whose work at the time did not display such precise control in interiors. 
Howarth has commented on this subject alike.
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"..the Scottish contribution was thrown into the balance on the side 
of the Secessionists. His white walls and simple furniture, his 
delicately coloured and ingeniously contrived points of interest and 
the studied austerity of his arrangements gave added force to 
(Secessionist’s) thesis. His conception of the room as a work of art 
in which every detail must form an integral part of, and be 
subordinated to the whole...which had escaped the Austrians was 
seized upon with enthusiasm." (1977:270)
Although Mackintosh never actually executed commissions for interiors and furniture in 
Europe (apart from his only project of Warndorfer Music room in Vienna), his drawings 
published by Alexander Koch in Darmstad firmly established his reputation. Such has been 
validated by Eadie in his reference to an article which appeared in the Glasgow Press in 1908 
where it was claimed by a Vienna correspondent that,
"Both Mr. and Mrs. Mackintosh are held in high esteem in
Vienna.... to him that the young architects and decorative artists
turn. In him they see a tower of strength, they admire him, esteem 
him and are thankful to him for the lessons he taught. He is 
regarded by his contemporary architects and artists here as one of 
the chief founders of modern decorative art" (1990:66)
Then, building on Mackintosh’s ideas, it can be argued that, especially the Viennese 
movement, blazed into new life as the next three or four years saw the outpouring of a 
quantity of decorative work and furnishing of a very high order resembling Mackintosh’s. As 
they revealed more of original details and a uniform conception of design, they in fact did 
transcend his style in the coming years.
Thus,the geometric style, as applied by Hoffmann and Moser to the works of the Wiener 
Werkstaete (Viennese Workshop), raised important implications for the issue of possible mass 
production. This has further been linked to the Bauhaus concept of good quality prototype
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designs which could be mass produced, as indicated by W. G. Rscher (Cited in Eadie, 1990). 
(Rg.43)
Fig. 43 Chair by Hoffmann
As Mackintosh’s design search moved him away from the romantic symbolism and the 
naturalism of the 1890’s, he went unto design his interiors in black and white. Such design 
concepts were consistent with those of Hoffmann.
Howarth (1977:268) has been skeptical of the argument that Hoffmann has built his ideology 
upon that of Mackintosh, he states that during the period 1900-1901 "the furniture of the two 
men bears individual characteristics that make (nonsense) of the suggestion of plagiarism at 
this stage, despite strong superficial resemblances". Although from 1905 on, the mainstream 
of his work has progressed towards the same conclusions as the Viennese around 1908-10, 
Mackintosh has always been able to extract what he needed to establish his mature style.
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As a conclusion however, Mackintosh’s precise position is still not easy to define as Howarth 
(1977) has stressed. Yet, it can be said that none of his contemporaries have "ventured so 
fearlessly into the realms of spatial composition and structural experimenr as Mackintosh so 
innovatively has. Eadie has reitrated this distinctive quality of Mackintosh, as his style 
cultivated the seed for his succeeding contemporaries.
"At any rate, what is distinctive about Mackintosh’s ideology is the 
way in which it fuses a new phiiosophy o f design .... th is  
particuiar fusion preparing the way fo r the ideáis and the 
doctrines o f modern movement." (1990:132)
5.1.2 Repercussions of Mackintosh’s Style Through a Century
Works of Mackintosh (decorative elements, furniture, interior designs, buildings) although 
shaped with indigenous cultural aspirations, when evaluated by contemporary means, best 
approach Tony Vidler’s definition of the "Third Typoiogy": "as emptied o f sociai content 
from  any particuiar time. Speaking only o f its  own form al conditions" (Cited in 
Macmillan, 1989: 57). This is true for contemporaneous context, deprived of their historical 
and social background. This extractive approach is especially valid for his furniture and 
interior schemes and is significant for it enables one to fully evaluate the repercussions of 
Mackintosh’s style. This point also accentuates the s till present im pressive impact o f each 
and every artifact designed by Mackintosh.
Consequently Mackintosh, has left his imprint on the future, for he has in fact expressed the 
most exquisite essence of the later nineteenth century. Such "essence" which Alison (1974: 
9) has indicated, can be explored firstly in Mackintosh’s architectural works (since it was the 
sole governing form of expression) and then in his interior schemes, as derived in
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reciprocation with his architecture. Mackintosh was bold to manifest a new style in 
architecture, opposing the stylistic and historical eclecticism prevalent at the time. His 
synthesis of his innovative intents and indigenous heritage had been unique. His buildings 
were austere statements. Such approach, in correlation with his principles, is best 
corporealized in Mackintosh’s most renowned building of Glasgow School of A rt With this 
building Mackintosh was to make his mark as an architect, as his obituary in the Times said:
"The whole Modernist in European Architecture looks to 
{ Mackintosh') as one of its chief originators." (Grigg, 1983; 11-12)
The Glasgow School of Art was in fact one of the Europe’s first buildings in the truly innovative 
"modern style". (Fig. 44)
"The School’s importance in his day lay in its manifest reflection of 
"stylism", in its demonstration of the possibility of an architecture 
having its  sole genesis in its  use and its  construction, 
moderated by the contingencies of its  location. (Thus th is has)
...direct(ed) the Modern Movement towards its  later 
program m atic development. Now...as a prime example of a 
building conceived at that historic time of transition when the 
existential nature of architectural form was first recognised, explored 
and exploited, made demonstrativer (Buchanan, 1989:66)
As for today, some architects see in the School, the possibilities and options for Modernism, 
which "were never taken up and find confirmation both of the rightness of their modern 
approach, and of their urgent wish to enrich the modernist vocabulary", as it has been 
expressed by Buchanan (1989; 57). This is still valid, since the architects at the present are 
still reassessing the ideas of the Modern Movement and re-examining its values.
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R g . 44 Glasgow School of Art
Hence Modern and the Post-Modern Movements continue simultaneously to derive insight, 
inspiration and confirmation from direct experience or study of the School of Art, this can be 
best attributed to the "... paradox of reduction and enrichment, (for particularly) nowadays it 
is exciting to a generation conditioned by Robert Venturi and Charles Moore, engaged in 
rediscovering the nature of complexity and contradiction as it was in its own time to a 
generation determined to throw off the milestone of histrocism." (Buchanan, 1989:72)
There is a unique continuity of Mackintosh’s style from the outer to the inner. This 
architectonic scheme in its reciprocality, draws attention to  the v irtiousity  o f Mackintosh’s 
interiors. Herman Muthesius has annotated at the time (1904), that the "whole world of interior 
decoration had been enriched by Mackintosh", for he had not only has "revealed new 
methods, (but) has upgraded their very concepf with his exploitation of broad plain surfaces 
and rich points of contrast With regards to this. Mackintosh’s strife for homogenity, had 
resulted with "cool, restful, spacious and dignified in terio rs" (Rg. 45) Such has been best 
typified by Mackintosh’s white rooms, as Howarth has accentuated :
"White rooms and light rooms, and rooms sparsely furnished have 
become so much a part of modern architecture that we may easily 
underestimate the significance of Mackintosh’s interior work at this
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time,...his restful apartments possessed an elusive beauty, a 
compelling stillness, in striking contrast to the overloaded, 
ostentatious interiors of the period.” (1950:17)
Often in such work Mackintosh had come closer to the spirit of the twentieth century. With 
regard to this, Bossaglia has referred to the foundations of the Modern Movement in relation 
with Mackintosh’s interior design conception:
Fig. 45 Mains Street Interiors (Billcliffe, 1990)
"...to rid interior decoration of all pseudo-decorative superfluity, to 
turn straight to the clarity and representativeness of the idea, to 
avoid any impression of casual assortment, to create environments 
and not to overload interiors with furniture."
(Cited in Alison, 1974:10)
Another attribute of Mackintosh has been his consistency in the design of all small and large 
elements within the interiors, where the rigourously functional distribution o f these 
specially designed objects -furniture and ornaments- has contributed to  the organic
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unity of the interior. Therefore, one can conclude that Mackintosh has promoted the design 
of all objects as a fundamental principle coherent to the integrity of the interior.
Having yet recently, come to terms with the innovations and discrepancies of his style, today’s 
architects and designers -for they are conscious of Ih e  sterility of the purely quantitive 
approach" of the last ninety years- continue to be inspired by Mackintosh In  their search for 
artistic and individual roles as makers of forms and of place" (Macmillan, 1989: 63). 
Today’s foscination in Mackintosh, is further educated by Buchanan as.
".. today’s designers recognise and try to understand and to 
emulate the power of his objects. (It) ...is his holistic comprehension, 
the ability to enhance the basic programmatic approach, by 
sensitive, inventive, or even obsessive attention to detail, creating 
both a memorable object, a totality, the building, and an 
orchestrated symphony of iconic effects." (1989:72)
5.2 REFLOWERING OF ART NOUVEAU
Although Art Nouveau has been excluded at times from the mainstream of art history, within 
the course of the twentieth century it has re-appeared from time to time. The brief reference to 
the reasons behind this movement's reappearence and therefore the re-evaluation may 
provide the possible basis for understanding the still powerful presence of Mackintosh’s 
furniture.
Despite the previous reference to the unique attributes of Mackintosh that distinguished him 
from other Art Nouveau practitioners, the reinquiry of this movement (at its peak in 1960s and 
1970s) nonethelesss has influenced the apprehension of this fin-de-siecle designer and his 
items of design. As the most important fundamentals of Art Nouveau were rediscovered and
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thereby reassessed by contemporary means, this brought forth inevitable, yet significant 
attention to Mackintosh. In succession, Mackintosh and his furniture as "objects d 'a rt" have 
earned the equitable evaluation and contemplation wherewith in this contemporary context, as 
well as the historical. It was mainly by reason of the consequents of this reflowering that 
Mackintosh was rightfully brought to light
In the 1960s, Art Nouveau style was reassessed distinctively in various decorative forms, 
which had further implications. This has been attributed prominently, to the youth of the 1960: 
" seeking release from the hidebound conventions of their elders and from the materialism of 
an increasingly affluent society" (Haslam, 1989). Thus, it was in fact the liberating qualities 
o f the Art Nouveau style which were rediscovered, first and foremost in decorative arts (for it 
was the most widely available and ifnfluential media), and then in interiors and furniture. (Tate 
and Ray, 1986)
5.2.1 Decorative A rts
Even as early as the 1950’s, the prevalent style in decorative arts had echoed the forms of Art 
Nouveau. Yet, 1960’s saw its real revival. This has occurred not because of the fact that 
designers were impressed by (or it is still uncertain if they had ever been aware of) the work of 
their fin-de-siecle predecessors, but because they shared some of the same sources of 
inspiration, "or were responding to analogous situations". Haslam, thus describes such 
similarity through the generation which emerged on both sides of the Atlantic,
".....which was disillusioned with the materialist standards of society, 
just as the generation which had created Art Nouveau during the 
1890s had been appalled by the absence of spiritual values from 
their world. The pop culture of the Sixties was more strident than 
find-de-siecle aestheticism..." (1989:178)
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This was clearly true, for by the end of the 60’s, Sotheby’s was holding regular sales of mainly 
Art Nouveau pieces, in time this initial attempt had transformed into an artistic nostaigia for a 
"flamboyant and colourful past". The major impetus had been the success of the 1963 
Alphonse Mucha exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, after which 
magazines featured Mucha’s work. Art Nouveau thus became quite fashionable in London.
Haslam (1989) and Sparske (1986) have argued that such revival firstly was incorporated to 
the world of pop music, since the Pop Art of the 1950’s and early 1960’s often had drawn 
inspiration from the world of music. The poster and the album cover, having become the visual 
equivalent of music and lyrics, the imagery and forms of Art Nouveau became an integral part 
to this "sphere of prevalent pop sensibility." (Fig 46a, b)
Fig 46 a Pepsi ad by Alcorn Fig 46b Book Week Poster by Max
Thus, such fascination with this era of style had further consequences, as Fell (1991)and 
Haslam have indicated.
"Liberty’s of Regent Street revived its collection of Art Nouveau 
printed fabrics and wallpapers, while Barbara Hulanicki and 
Stephen Fitzsimon’s shop in Biba in Kensington Churh Street
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featured a stylish Art Nouveau logo and a decor of reproduction 
fin-de-siecle furniture and Beardsley prints. By mid 1967 Art 
Nouveau whirls and swirls were adorning myriad of consumer 
goods." (Haslam, 1989:181)
Apart from graphic arts, during the 1960’s, Harvey Littleton and Dominick Labino 
experimented with free-form glass vessels that recalled the Art Nouveau glass of Tiffany and 
Loetz. American glassmaker, Dale Chihuly, also has created several pieces which are 
particularly identical to those of Art Nouveau (Arwas, 1987:203). However, pop culture at this 
time did not produce considerable amount of works of applied arts, as its credo had been "too 
anti-m aterialistic fo r it to  produce much furniture, metal work, glassware or china" 
(Haslam, 1989:187).
5.2.2 Design and furniture
As for furniture and interiors, such revival can not be validated as vividly as in the graphic arts. 
However, the thorough exploration of impulses behind the Art Nouveau revival is requisite, 
since it has indirectly influenced the design and production of items in the Seventies.
The impulses behind the Art Nouveau revival during the 1960’s were paradoxical, reflecting 
both the increasing "liberalization and permissiveness of western society": in other words the 
d is illus ion in  the concept of a future governed by the values of advancing technology. 
With regards to this latter point, the phenomenon was similar to that of the fin-de-siecle 
society. Clarification of similarities between culture and society of the 1890’s and the 1960’s 
thus further expound the relativeness of art and design:
"(as both decades) ...witnessed moral rebellions, in which a 
hedonistic spirit seeking pleasure and self expression through art,
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sex and drugs challenged conventional bourgeois values and social 
practices. ...refection of the traditions of the previous generation 
was accompanied by an intense moral idealism which flourished 
hand in hand with a consumer boom. Both decades witnessed a 
romantic quest for new lifestyles with the ultimate aim of creating a 
new consciousness and new forms in art and design." (Haslam, 
1989:178)
Therefore it can be argued that for a brief period during the 1960s and early 1970s it seemed 
that neo-Art Nouveau had come to be the prevalent style in western design. (Sparske 1986 
and Fiell 1991) This was mainly imputable to the images of Art Nouveau becoming familiar to 
everyone through illustrations in the many published books about the style. Some of these 
books were in fact published in conjunction with major exhibitions. The Museum of Modern 
Art, New York, published "Art Nouveau: Art and Design at the Turn of the Century" following 
the 1959 exhibition. With all this widely felt exposure to Art Nouveau, in coherence w ith its 
deeper and better im plications on the evolution of modern design -the images of 
m asterpieces of the style gradually became a part of western society’s visual heritage. 
The sympathy for the idealistic rebellion of Art Nouveau was replaced by the style’s merely 
visual impact.
Such visual impact as it came to life, has further influenced the current interior design concept. 
One major example of such ascendancy which was met with ready response has been the 
Charles Rennie Mackintosh exhibition, held in 1968 at the Victoria and A lbert Museum 
in London. As the geometrical shapes of the Scottish architect’s furniture were greeted with 
much enthusiasm, lines of his furniture were referred to as "images of hippy cool", a 
popular definition of the 60’s.(Haslam, 1989:191). It was after this exhibition that the Italian 
firm Cassina began manufacturing reproductions.
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Fig. 47 Strasse lin e , 
Produced by Habitat
More recently, another example followed the Josef Hoffmann exhibition held at the Galerie 
Metropol, in New York, 1981, wherewith Richard Meier designed a range of furniture for 
Knoll-International, based on Hoffmann’s work. Also the English firm Habitat recently 
introduced its "Strasse" line of furniture, (Rg. 47) again imitating Hoffmann’s designs 
(Sparske, 1986).
The reassesment of the visual vocabulary ensuing from this revival in the 60’s and 70’s 
continues today. Most recently, the Post-Modernists, in their use of quotations from the styles 
of the past, have also referred to Art Nouveau. Furthermore, the artists and craftsmen of 
recent times have been inspired by the significant and valid concept that had been current 
among Art Nouveau practitioners; that is the unification of art, craft and furniture.
This had been tru e , since "Modern” pieces of furniture have been identical, plain and ordinary 
items without any marked individuality or artistry. Majority of the pieces produced in this time
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span, (usually out of fibre-glass or plastics) alluding to a space age living, (Fig 48) have 
lacked any sense o f belonging to a unified interior.
F ig . 48 Furniture by Eero Saarinen, circa 1960-70
They were maximizingly utilized, contemporary commodities without any specific or spatial 
demands, or interior settings, to conclude as Lisa Phillips wrote in "High Styles":
" It is understandable that architects and designers today would see 
Mackintosh, Hoffman, Frank Lloyd Wright, and William Morris as 
their spiritual forbears, for these earlier architects were the firs t to 
explore the conjuction of art and craft and the notion o f 
furn iture as art" (1985:97)
5 ^  REPRODUCTION OF LADDERBACK CHAIR 
5^.1 Legal productions
The legal and therefore the most equitable attempt in the rediscovery of the Ladderback chair 
has been made by the Italian firm of Cassina, which began manufacturing various items of 
Mackintosh furniture in 1972. Cassina had previously acquired similar production rights for Le 
Courbusier and Rietveld in 1971.
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The initial contract has granted Cassina the reproduction rights by the University of Glasgow, 
as the only heir of the artistic heritage of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. The University owns a 
collection of all the architectural drawings, watercolors and furniture which is representative of 
his whole career as an architect and an interior designer. In 1973, Cassina started to 
produce the first three chairs: Willow 1 (curved latticeback chair), Hill House 1 (Ladderback 
chair) and Argyle (Low, Medium, High back Argyle chair). The original Ladderback chair from 
which the replica was taken still occupies its original position in the Hill House bedroom, now 
used as a museum (Cassina, Catalogue, 19). More furniture was included when the contract 
was renewed in January, 1, 1982, amounting to twenty pieces of Mackintosh’s original 
designs. ( Fig. 49)
Rg. 49 Cassina Mackintosh Serie
As an extension of the contract stipulated with the University, Cassina was allowed to grant 
sublicences for reproduction of various objects and furnishing fabrics from Mackintosh’s own
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designs. All of these reproductions and the Ladderback chair are today included in the 
Cassina i Maestri Collection which following Mackintosh, features furniture created by 
leading figures of the Modern Movement, including Asplund in 1982, and F. L. Wright in 1985.
Mackintosh’s inclusion in this particular collection once more signifies the contem porary, yet 
always present precedence and d ign ity of his pieces. The interpretation of this collection in 
the firms’ own wording follows a similar line of assessment:
"The Cassina I Maestri collection fosters the emergence of those 
absolute values of design which transcend space and time and of 
which the content has never hitherto been explored, thus 
constituting a fundamental contribution to current design research. 
These pieces fit into contemporary day furn ish ings w ith the 
utm ost naturalness, blending as effortlessly as furn iture  
designed th is  year."(Fig.50)
Fig. 50 S.O.M Interiors, L.A, 1989
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Means of production
As Cassina, has exclusive access to all prototypes, drawings, sketches and other documents it 
has produced and continues to produce the exact reproduction of the Ladderback chair. Since 
1972, Filippo Alison has been helping the firm in this re-exploration and reconstruction phase.
Cassina G IFQ
Marchio dei mobili di Mackintosh.
Fig. 51 Production Techniques F ig . 52 Identity card and quality Check
Certifying the authenticity, the Cassina reproduction Ladderback chair is branded the 
signature of Mackintosh (in the form of a trademark) along with the Cassina "i Maestri" 
logotype. Like each product, the chair has a production number, indicating the sequence of 
reproduction, and an exclusive identity card, indicating a quality check by the manufacturer.
As for the materials, the reproduction has been exactly faithful to the original specimen, with 
the exact section of each rung and upright The chair is made from an ebonized ashwood 
frame, with the original production details and joinery techniques.The upholstered seat is 
either in green or in pink. The chair weighs dose to three kilograms. (Appendix B)
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Fig. 53 Production Techniques
However, the most important aspect regarding this legalized process, for it even transcends 
the quality of its exactness at times, has been the ideology behind its reconstruction: 
reproducing a design that is historically identified in its figurative and formal qualities. 
Alison has been helping in recapturing meanings and intentions of the original prototype. 
Subsequently reproduction and its phases present different difficulties, since it is never 
considered as a mere transmission of a work into the contemporary from the historical 
phase in which it was produced. There are in fact, two different systems of values that have 
to be compared which belong to two different periods. Therefore, they include all the relevant 
aspects of scientific knowledge. Due to this , the reconstruction phase according to Alison, 
withholds a number of risks where "it is not always easy to distinguish immanent identities of 
the creative process in different periods" (1973:16).
"Due to the uniqueness of its contents, the object of 
reconstruction can never be a systemically usable paradigm. 
Precisely as an authentic creative process, through which the 
creator assigns to an abstract content, the material torm most in 
keeping with its time, the mediator, too, must extricate an artistic 
path through selected and available technical means."
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Hence, the actual grasping of the significance of the Ladderback chair, appears to be related 
with the capacity o f re-tracing all the artis tic  and individual design phases of the artist 
himself. Such inquisitive approach inevitably has included the recognition and consideration of 
all the rough sketches and approximations which, at the time, had led Mackintosh to his final 
choice.
Succeeding this search, the mediator has the proper and adequate quantity of genuine data 
at his disposal.This is important, for such data as it recurs during reproduction process, 
enables the mediator to better rationalize (in a just manner by contemporary means this time), 
the fundamental features of the artistic style.
This is essential for comparing "the design" with the "contem porary ob ject" Although the 
Ladderback chair is deprived of its historical context from which it had originally initiated, it still 
reflects, activates its  form er inner aesthetic energy even if this occurs in an uninitiated 
contemporary scheme.
5.3.2 Illegal Reproductions
After 1972, following Cassina’s manufacturing, there have been various other reproductions of 
this chair throughout Europe. However, these "faux" productions were never realized 
meticulously material-wise. As many furniture companies of various sizes and in various 
countries continue to produce the Ladderback chair, there are only a few which come close to 
the genuity of the original. Even though there are no detectable faults in their dimensions or 
their quality of production, they have to be nonetheless considered as "secondary imitations"
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since they have taken the chair, itself, as the sole paradigm for reproduction having no 
access to the original phases of its design.
C. IIEP^E MACIONTOSI
[Ml L4»
Fig. 54 Ladderback chair 
reproduced by a French firm
5^  EVALUATION OF THE LADDERBACK CHAIR IN 
CONTEMPORARY INTERIORS
The recent, and yet equitable appreciation of the Ladderback chair and its consequential use 
in the contemporary interiors can be primarily attributed to its reproduction by Cassina. This 
precise reproduction (from 1972 onwards) has made it possible to redeem the always present 
formal and structural qualities of this chair as it became available through its
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mass-production. Thereby, even today, it continues to offer a contemporary challenge within 
interior spatial textures.
The Ladderback chair endures and demands an exclusive emplacement within any space, for 
it has a powerful "iconographie presence", which is said to polarize the entire articulation 
of its environment, it has been this presence which made this singular chair accepted as one 
of the timeless pieces of this century. As its figuration is meticulously balanced in its formal 
and structural details, the chair, although displaced out of its initial intrinsic context, 
nonetheless always demands another, yet esoteric spatial context -for it to reflect its 
remarkable constitution. Therefore, it can be concluded that the value of its design has 
transcended both time and space.
Wherever this chair is situated, it inevitably becomes a cardinal item within the interior for its 
sculptural appearance assumes a complex, yet very definite relationship with that specific 
interior and its contents. This correlation may extend to the point where the chair at times even 
loses its function as a chair to become an integrated part of the interior; inevitably displaying 
all its figurative qualities. Thus, also within the contemporary context, the Ladderback chair 
continues to exist more for its emblematic value than for its functional role. Such 
ideographic connotation can be imputed to several features of the chair. Whether it is the 
resultant exaggeration of its dimensions, the commanding configuration of its back, or the 
striking pitch black of its color, this singular item represents the ideal piece or form to 
challenge ordinariness with its abstraction.
An exploration of its spatial allocation, the spatial relationships of the Ladderback chair within 
numerous, contemporary interiors of various types and styles, affirms this assessment In 
accordance with Hs original handling, the Ladderback chair has most often been used
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singularly.The solitary allocation, as it best reflects all formal and structural characteristics of 
the chair, have been quite scrupulously defined in all of these interiors.
Fig 55 Manhattan Residence,
Interiors by D’urso, 1981
In the cases where the Ladderback chair was placed in the living room singly, it has been 
positioned so that it dominates the articulation of the interior, as it forms a nodal point (Fig. 
55) .This focal placement is achieved by its abstraction/alieniation from other items of furniture 
-regardless of style or material. As the chair stands disengaged within the interior, it still 
pursues a unique unity w ith in th is  discontinuity. As the chair can be perceived from all 
sides, constituting a solitary centre of attraction, a three dimensional art piece, its sculptural 
appearance is thus accentuated.
The conspicuousness of the chair is complimented by its contrasting color. When it is 
positioned among white furniture, or placed aside a plain, whitewashed wall, (Fig.56) 
inevitably forms a point o f contrast, wherewith remaining as a focus distinctively noticeable 
from all other figurations of the interior. When situated against a wall, the chair assumes a
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more two dimensional quality: a quality of remarkable graphic, linear expression, in other 
words "an exclamation mark".
Fig 56 London Residence,
Interiors by D. Stephen and Partners, 1993
Hence, the singular positioning o f the Ladderback aims at a polarization either by its  
abstraction or opposition to  other figurations w ith in the spatial context. Furthermore, 
no attempts have been made by contemporary designers to either accommodate, adjust or 
equate the chair into their interiors, thus the integration is achieved solely through its symbolic 
figurative presence. This has been mostly evinced in residential interiors where the 
Ladderback chair is considered to be an object d ’art, a designer piece and a form al 
heritage o f tw entieth century furn iture.
As for commercial interiors, the Ladderback chair has usually been associated mainly with 
entrances and reception areas. Since such areas serve to impose a certain, distinct 
impression upon the client, the chair, with its figurative existence, seems to generate a 
distinctive atmosphere. Usually placed in a governing position, the chair being the 
fundamental focus of perception, it constitutes a major item for the most representative space 
of a company’s interiors.
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In these two commercial instances (Washington DC Law Firm of Marcus and Fink, interiors by 
Studio -B. Danzer and J. Henderson 1993. and North America Taisei Co, --Perkins and Will, 
Chicago) collocated with other rather massive and stable furnishings, the concept of its 
intentional abstraction is once more substantialized (Marcus and Fink, Washington DC, Rg. 
58a) as opposed to the massive reception desk of marble slabs and (58b) as amidst a fixed 
settee. This aspect of determining its exact positioning within a setting, thus accentuates 
another unique attribute of the chair which is its  frag ility. This fragility, ensuing from  
frailness o f its  proportionately elongated back and accented w ith the succession o f 
sectioned rear rungs, demands attention. And perhaps by reason of this, the special 
lighting regarding the chair, as much as its carefully distanced positioning needs to be 
stressed. This is clearly depicted from the entrance view of the headquarters of the firm.
As for its functional value, it has nevertheless been placed for its function as a chair. If one is 
to consider the temporariness of the sitting and waiting in a private firm, the chair then can be 
said to be appropriate for its function as well. This is especially true in the case of the 
Washington DC firm where the Ladderback chair is the only means for sitting positioned with 
the custom made side table. (Fig 58b)
Rg 57a Rg57b North American Taisei, Chicago
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Rg58a Fig 58b Washington Dc Law Firm
Firm brings forth yet another important quality in determining the spatial allocation within a 
certain interior. This is the chairs’ formal connotation of a certain Japanese ambience.
This can best be attributed to its geometrical figuration, particularly that of the latticework of 
the back, and secondly to its color. As these distinctions are reminiscent of a Japanese 
conception of form and color, this is a fundamental aspect for its specific selection and 
position.
Since the interpenetration of spaces through open screens and assemblance of a perfectly 
balanced composition from straight lines and simple forms are fundamentals of Japanese 
style, this aspect clearly reveals the reasons behind specific, careful, delicate and balanced 
positioning of the chair within the space. The Japanese effects of absence of any sign of 
depth, deliberately aiming at the accentuation of the decorative effect of the work 
•through a marked two dimensional quality (Alison, 1974:91) has then resulted in such 
careful positioning of the chair. Its delicate relationship with the vases of twigs and flowers in 
this prevalent Japanese style, is to be seen clearly in this interior. (Fig 57b) Although the 
Ladderback chair has long transcended its intrinsic context (through its reproduction today, by
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an Italian firm), it still expounds Mackintosh’s ideological patrimony -secluded within its 
presence:
"...to create environments and not to overload interiors with furniture 
and objects, so that in the harmony of the environment man can 
recognize the natural place of (his) civil existence ..." (Bossaglia 
cited in Alison, 1974:10)
Alongside its singular usage, the Ladderback chair has also been used in couplets or in a 
most contemporaneous manner, in quartets or sextets, usually around a table. It should then 
be considered in a completely new context, with distinctively different meanings and 
connotations. (Fig 59).
Rg 59 Contemporary Italian Interior
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One example of its use in couplets, on a staircase landing (Drysdale residence, Washington 
DC -interiors by M.Douglas Drysdale, 1992), conveys an identical concept of its aesthetic 
presence. This time in a pair however, positioned at the two sides of an incised wall 
stenciling, its graphic expression has transformed into a "rather m ural-like" effect. Definitely 
in their sculptural existence and also for they are on a landing, they have been treated and 
exhibited as objects d’art along with every other item present on this specific landing.This 
instance is particularly significant, for the chairs have dearly become objects in themselves 
and therefore have lost their function. The effect caused by specialized lighting is also evident 
in this example. (Fig. 60)
The fact that the house was renovated -having been built in the 1920’s, accentuates the 
significance of this staircase. Perhaps it is by reason of this imposing stairway that the chairs, 
in coherence with custom- made banisters of wrought iron and brass, become all the more 
integrated, both in color and eclectic coexistence, as they were originally of the era (Circa 
1900’s).
Fig. 60 Drysdale Residence, 
Washington, D .C , 1993
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As for Ricardo Bofill’s apartment, (Fig. 61) Ladderback chair has been used in a quartet 
around the dining table. Such seating arrangement implies completely different connotations, 
since it has regarded the function of the chair as well. Yet the graphic existence is still 
predominant for the multiplied recurrence of its figuration provides a more strikingly effective 
contrast to the range of inviting whites, ivories or creams in the interior.
Rg 61 Bofill Residence, 
Interiors by Bofill, 1989
As the powerful presence of the chair is in numbers, the planar affect of its back is 
transformed to a "space defining" quality in its three-dimensional positioning around a table. 
In other words, such composition as whole is far more dramatic than sum of all its parts. 
When placed within a specific spatial scheme, the table and the high backed chairs 
surrounding it define the spatial allocation for dining.
When viewed from the table, yet another aspect of the chair is brought forth: the emphasis it 
imposes upon the user, with its thronelike existence. The chair inevitably evokes an effect 
for status, an aristocratic quality provided for each and every user around the table. With this 
later point, regardless of its uncomfortable ergonomy, the concept of its functionality takes on 
a different significance. Nevertheless, the Ladderback chair, does not conform to conventional
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"functionar' evaluations, relating to mere usage, but involves rich spatial and "sym bolical 
functions".
Another appropriate example is the dining room of Maison Tonini (Rg 62 a,b) portrays quite 
Post-modernist interpretation this time. The rediscovery of the Ladderback chair’s 
emblemetic figuration should not be surprising in the interiors o f the Post-m odernist 
era: first and foremost the chair’s presence as an art work besides a furniture, and secondly 
its figurative and decorative qualities. All have created demand for the Ladderback chair, not 
to mention its hierarchial connotations when positioned in various numbers. Therefore, it is in 
fact this chair’s unique offer o f spatial challenge which has made it desirable fo r the 
Post-modern concept. This challenge continues to enable the interior designer to create with 
his own unique interpretation, the Ladderback chair offers endless possib ilities as long 
as it is enhanced in one way or another w ith in the movement’s eclectic yet extractive 
manner.
Rg 62a Maison Tonini, 
by Reichlin and Reinhard, 1972-4
Rg 62 b
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The Post-modern approach is best examplified in the Tonini House, The Ladderback chair 
offers formal and structural figurations, due to the exaggeration of its dimensions. This latter 
aspect, has been exploited to the point of its extreme as the circular table and the sextet of 
Ladderbacks are placed under the main gallery. This constitutes a larger "public house within 
the house". The gallery being three storeys high and lit at the top, (Fig 62 a,b) the design 
assumes one of the most dramatic uses of the chair, as both a demander and a definer of 
space. In accordance with the Post-modernist principles of double-coding, eclecticism and 
heterogeneity, the chair and its  positioning allow such m anipulation. Regardless of 
movement or style, the Ladderback chair provides profound aliusions and offers p rio rity 
to  esoteric, fast-changing codes w ith in contemporary interiors.
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6 LADDERBACK CHAIR IN TURKEY
6.1 FURNITURE TRADE IN TURKEY
A very brief depiction of Turkey’s recent involvement in the production of furniture that is 
"uniquely designed" will provide insight to the notion of furn iture exclusive to Turkey, as 
this notion has originated within the constraints of this country’s own economy and culture. 
Exploring recent processes in production of contemporary furniture will reveal its trade, as it 
defines the priorities and tendencies of the consumers within this sector. The re-assessment 
of the Ladderback Chair will inevitably find a place within this contemporary Turkish context.
The Ladderback Chair -be it a genuine production of a designer or a mere imitation of a highly 
marketable commodity- has nevertheless taken a part within the Turkish furniture market, in 
its particular sector which constitutes only 1-2% of general trade within the country. Since the 
Ladderback Chair has been a piece both supplied and demanded in this specific market, the 
chair’s assessment within the furniture market: the reasons fo r its  im portation or 
reproduction and the prio rities of its  purchase, can be best interpreted with regards to 
Turkey’s recent stand-point in furniture production and consumer tendencies. This is 
concurrent to Turkey’s rapidly changing sodo-cultural values, where "the structure of the 
Turkish ^m ily  has changed...(and hence) the design of housing and furniture for the (urban) 
Turkish family within this rapid improvement, requires a renewal of the parameters of 
evaluation, man, space and furniture relationships with respect to this contemporary 
contexL.."(Eric e t al, 1986:36 Trans, by author).
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Within Ottoman ruling, the concept of furniture (as "mobil-ya") has been constrained to a small 
Western minority and later on, to the upper class who lived with Western standards. As for the 
majority, the notion of furniture did not exist, as "living by aristocratic means" was not common 
and where sedir, an immobile piece, has been referred to as a sole fundamental item widely 
used (Hancı, 1989). However, succeeding the interaction with the West after the reform of 
1839, the rapid mutation of the socio-cultural structure inevitably influenced a much larger 
urban majority, chancing their life styles. Consequently, there was a dramatic change in the 
interiors of the higher and upper middle classes, primarily in Istanbul and other major cities, at 
the turn of the century.
Yet the true recognition of furniture in the Western sense, as a functional commodity with 
distinctive formal characteristics and reflective, preferably, of a prevalent fashionable living 
style, has been after the proclamation of the Republic -concurrent with the rapid change in 
economic and cultural values.
"Contemporary furniture in Turkey" is yet to be acknowledged, as it is still a minority who 
can freely choose what is suitable for its own style and actually afford this leisurely expense. It 
can be argued as Boyla (1992) has that in Turkey it is still very unusual for a family to acquire 
furniture exactly reflective of their practical habitation, ways of living or economic status. This 
is valid not only for higher income groups, but for all social classes within the urban 
texture. Interiors of gecekondus, which have been filled by uninitiated yet quite expensive 
furniture, best reveal this situation. This can only be imputed to general acceptance and 
certain cultural tendencies towards furniture -regardless of consumer group's income or class.
6.1.1 Brief History
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In my opinion, furniture constitutes a primal significant concept within living, in Turkey, as there 
are two fundamentals that influence its acquisition -more than either its practicality or function: 
its  appearance and its  cost. The former aspect is directly related to the means for its 
production. Mass-produced furniture has always been and continues to be costly in Turkey, 
since its production is neither fully industrialized, with the proper equipment and techniques 
nor properly standardized. Imputed mostly to the recency of new technologies, 
mass-production is still more expensive than craftsmanship, contrary to that in Europe (Soley, 
et. al, 1992). Truly standardized and individualized contemporary furniture production in 
Turkey, is a phenomenon of only the 1960’s and early 1970’s, with the firm of Kolleksiyon in 
Ankara leading the trend, as acknowledged by its founder Malhan:
"The point to ponder is not the adaptation of design to industry...on 
the contrary it is the establishment of the industry appropriate to 
design ...to use and utilize industry within the demands of this 
creativity of design. ...In Turkey the seeds of this creative approach 
in furniture design is recently sown." (1989; 130 Trans, by author).
Similar views have been stressed by Kbian as well,
"The concept of (industrialized) "furniture" did not exist up until very 
recently, until 1970...and still continues to strive with a very limited 
manufacture percentage of 7-8%, within the overall furniture market 
in Turkey,"
(cited in Soley, e t al, 1992:77-79 Trans, by author).
accentuating once more the preference and dominance of conventional production 
techniques. The acquisition of contemporary (industrfalized) furniture in Turkey is mostiy 
a hesitant choice for its cost and "questionabie" lasting quality.
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6.1.2 General Tendencies in Furniture Acquisition
Furniture is usually purchased during marriage for the newly established home, and therefore 
involves the entire family, including elders who frequently cover the expense. Then 
appearance, as the m ost significant attribute, beside physical and stylistic durability 
becomes a complex issue. Furniture then connotates a completely different set of values other 
than that of its acquisition as a necessity.
Furniture’s being a long-term investment, helps to explain the still prevalent tendency towards 
classical pieces, which with their decorative presence and at times ostentatious ornamentation 
best justify such cause. Consequently, appearance of the furniture -as it is the most readily 
perceived formal quality- then comes to express further implications, regarding the 
psychological impact intended to impress the visitor, as Bilgin (1991) has clearly exemplified 
"the interior of a house (as) one of the best places for analysis of furniture’s connotative 
significance". (257)
After an item of furniture is purchased, it is immediately disconnected from its former technical 
context as it is placed within a new psychological context within the interior of a house. As 
Bilgin stresses, to broaden this context there needs to be a conceptual spatial setting as 
derived from these symbolic connotations (1986). As furniture acquires further meaning, the 
social role o f furn iture, through its  appearance, reciprocally proves to be one of the 
governing fàctors in its purchase.
Therefore, all the formalistic qualities (as exhibited in their spatial order) become an indicator 
of one’s social status or preferably wealth. In Turkish culture, this can be attributed to the 
previous acknowledgment where furniture, for it has long been associated with a privileged
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minority, itself became the means of privilege and social differentiation*, after the 1920’s and 
1930’s. This is a persisting distinction, specific to Turkey, since there is a distinction between 
the guest room, (salon) and the living room where the inhabitants actually spend most of their 
time (oturma odası), as they are still clearly differentiated even among the upper class. Formal 
qualities of all furniture especially those in the guest room, become significant, in line and 
form.
The furniture is chosen to be an apparent indicator of pretensions of a life style aspired to. 
Departing from this point, high-income groups tend to alter the furniture for such reasons, 
other than that of marriage. Among the most prevalent reasons are house moves, interior 
decoration alterations, closely followed styles and, yet most significantly, the upgrading of 
economic and therefore social status. Furthermore, the influence
"...of status seems mostly to be on subsidiary items of furniture, and 
not on fundamental ones...This is clearly evinced through the 
consumption of luxurious (and expensive) pieces and through 
furniture with distinct aesthetic qualities. Similar goods (and 
furniture) alter in trademarks, types, model or in quality, 
simultaneously with the (status) change." (Bilir, 1991:124 Trans, by 
author).
6.1.3 Recent Tendencies in Furniture Acquisiton
Besides generalities regarding cultural priorities that influence furniture acquisition, there are 
some much more spedfic and recent developments shaping behaviour related to furniture
* This has been interpreted as a continuation of the tendency to 
accumulate commodity and furniture as a source of wealth in the Western 
bourgeois society of the Nineteenth century, (Buyer cited in Bilgin, 1991: 
100)
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selection. 1980’s general policy of economic liberalization has resuited in increasing 
consumerism, particularly among upper and upper-middle classes. This policy has had 
distinctive repercussions within the furniture market, as it has influenced ways of production, 
import and styles of living and consumption.
After 1980, as the governmental policy provided economic interaction with Europe, followed 
by a change of the legislation for importation, a diverse variety of all kinds of products 
including furniture were offered to the Turkish market. Furniture trade was affected not only by 
products readily made available, but also in terms of novelties introduced to production, 
finishing and materials. A distinct, alternative life style for living was thus offered to those who 
could afford it -a pretentious life style that followed the concurrent Western models.
Similar situation had eventuated previously in Turkey, in 1930-40, wherewith the Democratic 
Party, when the general welfare was upgraded following the Second World War, 
accompanied by rapid urbanization which raised the problem of adapting to apartment houses 
of three or four storeys in major cities, furnishing them according to "civilized" life styles. 
However, this earlier situation can be said to have been less pretentious and "trademark 
conscious", when compared to the 1980’s "Yuppie Generation", although western models 
were aspired after also then.
After 1980, there emerged, a younger and dynamic consumer group which assumed 
economical and political power as well. This took place as young Turkish businessmen and 
women attained high positions in politics and trade. It is due to this young yet quite well-to do 
group, that furniture trade has gone through a colorful and competitive phase -intensified also 
by the undeniable influence of media.
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This latter aspect has further influenced the recent tendency towards trademark, prevalent 
styles of decoration, and up-to-date stylish trends in various fields and in fashion. As "interiors 
and their furnishings do indeed reflect attitudes, feelings and outlooks on life of its inhabitants" 
(Eric, et. al. 1986), it can be argued that in this case the result has been with a certain 
degeneration of indigenous values regarding furniture.
This matter is directly relevant to the importation of the Ladderback chair (-Cassina 
reproduction) and its re-evaluation as an item of furniture within this contemporary and 
denominative context. The Ladderback chair may provide an insight into the acquisiton of 
furniture as a symbol of status in Turkey, especially prevalent after 1980.
"..to be searching for a quality that distinguishes or attainment of a 
distinct attribute to an item which has been purchased is of 
significance., (since )furniture had always succeeded in satisfying 
such need (for show of status)." (Erip et. al, 1986: 99 Trans, by 
author).
6.2 IMPORTATION OF THE LADDERBACK CHAIR INTO TURKEY
6.2.1 Im portation by Mood
As the Italian firm of Cassina is the only legalized manufacturer of the Ladderback chair, the 
authorized importation of the genuine reproduction has been carried out by the Turkish firm of 
Mood. On an agreement of commercial basis, Mood has the rights for the distribution of 
various products, whereby Mood has been referred to as an "authorized dealer/stoker" by 
Cassina. The legal and therefore recorded importation of the chair into Turkey continues to be 
carried out by Mood since 1990. Nevertheless, it is suspected that there may have been 
former importations of this chair (Akas, Personal Interview, 1993) from both Cassina and
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various other reproducers by means of either permits or through transportation*. As both of 
these means are unauthorized and few in number, information on them has been 
unattainable. Yet, such acquisition has diminished, with the change of legislation for 
importation in Turkey since 1987.
During a personal interview. Mood’s marketing and sales coordinator, Tuğrul Akas has 
explained the intentions for importation of Cassina products and the inclusion of the 
Ladderback chair within this line. Mood’s aim being the importation of first-class Italian 
furniture, such offers "high quality, endurance and fineness in material and construction, 
....exquisiteness and uniqueness in design and moreover diversity and variety in choice" 
(Akas, Personal lnterview,1993). Cassina pieces, including this chair, have been imported for 
three years, as they qualified to these needs.
The firm has sold four of these chairs within this period -all singly sold (as it is confidential, 
further information regarding the sales has not been attainable). Akas has stressed the fact 
that the purchasers were conscious consumers who knew exactly what they wanted and that 
it was specifically this chair which has been demanded. The Cassina reproduction of the 
Ladderback chair, by Mood, costs 1,900,000 liret (~15,000,000 tl in 1993).
"One sample is kept for display..as we accept requests for order, it 
is imported singularly one by one...we did not choose to stock it. it is 
one of those pieces which is not constantly demanded., for it is 
striking ...people still want to own furniture that is of high quality
* Permit; whereby workers abroad have the right to bring in furniture or 
similar commodity.
Transportation: whereby the Hern is purchased abroad and transported for 
retail -considered to be illegitimate as tax is not properly paid.
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which visually pleases the eye. This piece because of its decorative 
(formal) qualities, deserves a unique contemplation and therefore a 
unique evaluation by the purchaser.... (its limited purchase) can be 
imputed to its high price, and not the fact that it is striking... because 
people even if they don’t buy it admire it through the display 
window." (Akas, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
6.2.2 Other Importations
As for the Ladderback chair’s illegal reproductions, they have also been imported to Turkey by 
various furniture companies in recent years. One example -specialized in imported furniture 
and decorative pieces- is Mega Mobilya.
Fig. 63 Ladderback Chair Produced by Camel
Mega Mobilya, has been importing reproduction of the chair since 1990, from an Italian firm 
called Camel. (Rg. 63). D. Pellechia, sales coordinator of Mega Mobilya, has indicated that 
(Personal Interview, 1993) although it has been sold singly, they preferred to stock it, since it 
had been initially ordered in quantity. Mega Mobilya has also one Ladderback for display, it
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has sold more than ten chairs (up to October, 1993, the exact number was not obtained as 
records were not strictly kept). The Camel reproduction of the Ladderback chair, sold by Mega 
costs 784,000 liret (~ 6,200.000 tl).
Hence, despite its fraudulence and the inexactness of its dimensions, the greater number of 
sales can be attributed solely to its cheaper price. Such point then brings forth other 
comparative parameters of this chair’s purchase in Turkey; the extents of authenticity of 
productions -relative to its price and the influence of this in its intended acquisition.
6.2.3 Evaluation of Ladderback Chair as an Imported item
As it is a matter of supply and demand, before the exploration of Ladderback chair’s inclusion 
within imported items, the notion of "imported furniture" needs to be thoroughly clarified, 
regarding Turkey. The elucidation of overall standing and reputation of imported furniture aims 
to better determine this chair’s presence.
Although the chances of its constituting a considerable percentage within the overall furniture 
market are low, there has been a noteworthy demand for "imported furniture" in Turkey since 
the mid 70’s. It has increased after the liberalization process of the 80’s and continues to 
influence the market and the trade in the country. (Soley, e t al., 1992) Imported items have 
influenced suppliers and have had impacts on design and manufacture. On the consumers’ 
side, they have influenced and shaped tendencies and preferences.
Within the general market, "contemporary furniture -meaning it has exclusive formal and 
structural features which distinguish It from everyday prosaic furniture and/or furniture 
that we have become accustomed to-" withholds only 7-8% of the trade (Soley, e t al.
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1992). As imported furniture constitutes even a lower, one third of this portion, its share is 
limited to about 1-2% of the market. This percentage inevitably points to the very limited 
number of potential purchasers, which is 100,000 or 200,000 people with purchasing power 
in major cities (2%  of the population, as distributed to major cities).
This has been validated by the importers, as the "demand for imported furniture is from a 
distinct fraction....and the issue of selection is usually dependent upon price" (Kınık cited in 
Kanbay, 1992:68 Trans, by author), since the price of the imported goods are quite high with 
both the additional tax of importation and the devaluation of the Turkish lira.
Having depicted its limited sale, and thus having eliminated much concern for profitability, two 
sets of values remain to be discussed: for its supply by importers and for its demand by 
purchasers. For the most part, imported furniture -mostly from Italy- is selected by the 
importers, for they serve to  present quality -structure, craftsmanship and materials and 
diversity -unique designs, forms and aesthetic presence. Thus, regardless of their size, 
material, purpose or country of origin, imported furniture is said to offer "design, diversity 
and d istinction" (Kanbay, 1992). Departing from this delineation then, imported furniture has 
formed a competitive basis as it continues to challenge design, production and the available 
materials for furniture manufacture.
"...there has been a distinctive progress (after change of import 
legislation)...if architects and designers have not quite benefited, I 
can say that K availed producers, for they duplicate what they 
see...seeing materials has been influential." (Önengüt, 1993: 81 
Trans, by author).
Similar impacts have been pondered upon by other designers as well.
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"Imported furniture is much more exclusive in quality and design. In 
Turkey, furniture sector is still dependent upon reproductions and/or 
imitations. With its immense structural details, as a whole imported 
furniture seems as the sector’s source of inspiration...Furthermore 
such competitive motive plays an important part in activating the 
market" (Caviar cited in Kanbay, 1992:73 Trans, by author).
"it is a circumstance with an upgrading quality..lmported goods 
have forced the manufacturers to produce with better and higher 
quality" (Sarıyer cited in Soley, e t al, 1992:100 Trans, by author).
Akas, with regards to these points, has explained the reasons for the Ladderback chair’s 
importation:
"It has been selected for its aesthetical formal structure ... exactly 
what you would call an exclusive and original design, that which 
embodies quality, excellence and merit. ...It is also a designer 
masterpiece in this respect it can be compared to Courbusier’s 
reclining chair, also imported by Mood. ...Just the availability of this 
piece is a positive intent for Turkey. It is one of those pieces that 
requires contemplation, even if one can not afford it  
This being so, we were least concerned with its retait.for such 
"showy prestig ious pieces" as a firm, we devise an orientation 
phase ..by promotion and ads whereby in this phase the customers 
get accustomed to the chair ..and (grasp) its unique merits -(those 
which constitute the reasons for its import in the first place.)."
(Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
As for the second set of values concerning choices of the consumers, this presents a 
completely different v iew , for it relies on the "distinguishing" attributes of imported goods. This 
is undoubtedly in coherence with the notion of show of status related to trademark, as "..being 
modern" or contemporary, using a precise model or trademark gives the user the chance to
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be included in a distinct and specific consumer group ....offering the possibility of being 
distinguished from others.." (Bilir, 1992:112 Trans, by author).
With regards to such reasons behind its purchase, it can be concluded that, by and large, the 
consumer trends towards imported furniture depend on price, more than either quality, form 
or originality of design. This, attributable to the consumerism of the late 80’s, can be further 
linked to the concepts of status, image and liking fo r certain "prestig ious tradem arks" 
-which help to define the former two. Thus the notion of trademark defined by Daval, as "one 
of the most prominent governing factors of the contemporary consumption concept", proves 
this point, since it is considered to be a mark for "recognition" as much as "guarantee" (Bilir, 
1991).
Recently in Turkey, as quality has been associated directly with high price, it has consequently 
been related with imported trademarks that have sufficed this high price (Fig 64). Hence, the 
trademark, contrary to what it should connotate -reliability, sturdiness and familiarity has 
become a means of ostentation of wealth and status.
dekorasyonda
dünya İYİLS*·
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Rg 64 Ad from a Periodical 
Featuring Trademarks, 1992
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Such point has been validated by several designers.
"(whereby) Turkey’s own social structuration, furniture as a real, 
basic neccessity for a majority, has been for another minority, solely 
the means of indication of class and/or status...and furniture has 
been crowded into the house towards this end."
(Turan, 1989:24 Trans, by author).
"In my opinion, the demand for furniture which is imported, is 
manipulated by the prevalent style or popularity..selection is not 
therefore done knowingly or consciously"
(Turkmen cited in Kanbay, 1992:67 Trans, by author).
Consequently, imported reproductions of the Ladderback chair have been purchased, by a 
limited yet affording group, with ostentatious intents, as it is a genuine Cassina piece or an 
imitation of a Cassina production, so long as it is imported, for at instances customers are 
known to have changed their minds when they learned that what they had selected had been 
produced in Turkey (Kanbay, 1992).
Furthermore, a fact also stressed by its retailers, the Ladderback chair is ironically recognized 
as a symbol of Italian furniture by the majority, rather than Scottish Art Nouveau piece. This 
can be imputed to its striking, revoitingiy high-back (reminiscent of the post-modernist 
Memphis style), its coior (reminiscent of the usually pitch black or white designs of the late 
70 s) and its simpiistic yet extremeiy originai overali design (identified with many of Italian 
firm Giorgetti’s recent furniture designs). As this particular item has been re-assessed with 
such strong "Italian connotations", this point substantializes once more the validity of its 
purchase as an imported item rather than a period designer’s work.
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However, still from another point, today’s means of communication, have promoted certain 
designers or manufacturers, regardless of nationality or origin. As it has been stressed by 
Atabarut, those who had been interested in the reproduced pieces of the Baroque style, are 
nowadays in preference of the "ultra modern" foreign furniture of such firms or designers -or 
anything which resembles them. (Atabarut, 1993)
Subsequentially, such attributes as color, form, trademark or model, are in fact all properties 
which are easily transmuted to certain symbolic concepts. Hence, they all constitute means by 
which an item gains depth and meaning. The importation of genuine or fake reproductions of 
the Ladderback chair has been a concrete example of such values where the chair is 
detached from its constitutive ground, coming to  be perceived as an "u ltra  modern Italian" 
production, conveying completely different and complex implications from its original 
conception and signification.
6.3 REPRODUCTION OF LADDERBACK CHAIR IN TURKEY
Even though accurate data on the Ladderback chair’s initial production in Turkey, has not 
been attainable (with the precise numbers of its production or sale), personal interviews (see 
Appendix D as sample) with twelve selected architects and designers who have either 
reproduced the chair or considered its use and who have pondered over its explicit 
connotations within the interior, provides fundamental insights on its reproduction. It has to be 
accentuated that the precision of this chronological research (from mid 70’s to today) has 
been somewhat subsidiary, not because of the lack of precise data, but because the 
intentional and individual reasons behind its reproduction have proven to be much more 
meaningful. The Ladderback chair is still reproduced and is currently on display in few shops 
and showrooms in Turkey. The analysis of this chair's reproduction, over a considerable span
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of almost twenty years, reveals parallels to the continuous economic development and cultural 
transformation in Turkey -parameters which directly influence its producers and its 
purchasers.
6.3.1 Initial Reproductions
The initial reproduction of the Ladderback chair was in Ankara, succeeding its reproduction by 
Cassina in Europe (Dorkip, Personal Interview, 1993). Although the exact date has not been 
obtained, (suggested to be by the Turkish firm of Kolleksiyon, in the beginning of the 1970’s in 
Ankara), the location is of fundamental importance. This point has been stressed by several 
other designers as well, whereby it was acknowledged that Ankara at the time, provided the 
appropriate milieu for the Ladderback chairs reproduction.*
"Ankara has made Kolleksiyon what it is today...(For at the time) 
there was a group of consumers who readily accepted and favoured
(Kolleksiyon’s ) designs, despite their low incomes....Even though
the pieces were expensive ...they always bought what they wanted, 
even if that meant paying in instalments.... it was not bought by 
those who could actually afford it at the start, we only sold one piece 
per month and gradually it increased to 4 or 5 pieces per month to 4 
or 5 families at the end of the first year Doctors from Haccettepe, 
instructors from METU bought our furniture... a minority of well 
educated group (who appreciated "good design")" (Malhan, 1989: 
34 Trans, by author).
Several reasons have been stressed tor the presence of this unique atmosphere, as it had 
been a time of search for new artistic expression. According to Erten (Personal Interview,
* A point of stress, this reveals parallels to the situation that has 
eventuated at the time of the chair’s initial production in Glasgow (2.4), 
particularly in the artistic and intellectual atmosphere present
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1993) and Dorkip (Personal Interview, 1993), such cultured, civilized and intellectual 
atmosphere was nourished by METU (Middle East Technical University), for the University 
and its methods of Modernist teaching had a major effect upon its graduates, -among them, 
designers who have produced this piece and gradually penetrated into the market. There was 
also a mention of prominent instructors as well, such as Fritz Janeba (instructor at the 
department of Architecture from 1960 to 1970) who had been friends with Gropius and Le 
Corbusier (Malhan, 1989). Apparently, these designers first sought to satisfy their own artistic 
and intellectual ideals which were then readily accepted within a small community with similar 
life styles.
"It has been indeed simultaneous to this recollection of Bauhaus 
teaching expounded by METU, its academicians, community 
designers and students alike...
Designers first practiced (such innovative and functional style) in 
their own homes as adapted into their own style of living, they 
moved on to professional practice with their own workshops., and 
gradually had dominance within the market, whereby they further 
reshaped the tendencies of the consumer group... upgrading taste 
and tendency towards that of quality, artistry. They have pointed to 
the concept of utility as well"
(Dorkip, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
Aitay, however, has argued that it was not solely METU or its Modernist approach, but the 
fact that after the 1960’s in major cities, all productive industries begun to be pursued by 
innovative, dynamic and well-educated businessmen, or designers in this case (Aitay, 
Personal Interview, 1993).
As a majority of these designers have indicated, particularly those from Ankara, during this 
phase many other masterpieces had been reproduced, usually by trial and error method, in 
these newly established workshops. Prototypes constructed included chairs and recliners of
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Breuer and Le Corbusier (Koz, Altay, Dorkip, Zerenler, Personal Interviews), it has been 
stressed that Mackintosh’s Curved Latticeback chair had also been produced at the time. It 
can be concluded that this singular chair, along with many other items of "Modern" classics 
had been a unique means of a rtis tic  and social communication.
As METU helped to provide the ground for intellectual nourishment, designers and architects, 
uniting artistry with new modes of experimentary production, helped to dissem inate th is  
idea of "Modernized liv ing" -where an individualistic outlook on life was the key concept. 
Thus, these pieces with their unique attributes ( be it their striking appearance or much 
admired utility) symbolized intellectual preoccupations as manifested in a contemporary 
way of living. And their appreciation, if not acquisition, became a self-expression o f th is 
well-educated group.
Several reasons account for the Ladderback chair’s inclusion among these selected items of 
furniture. Firstly, it was a prominent memorable piece in the visual heritage of design history, it 
was familiar to all who went through design education. With the exception of only one, all of 
the designers interviewed remembered the chair from their school years, to put it in Koz’s 
words, "It has always been with us (designers) from the first day we saw it in class" (Personal 
Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
The chair's formal configuration is of significance with its sculptural presence, its austere yet 
fragile proportions which have provided the strictness and aesthetic appeal necessary for 
such communicative role, defined by Zerenler as "qualities that deny comparison".
"it has a striking fragility to i t , as opposed to its determinative formal 
geometry, it is eloquent..where as its geometry is orderly yet at the
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same time very frail with its high back and slender rungs and 
uprights" (Derya,Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
Its being a designer piece has also been effective in its selection, for the attributes of its 
designer's ideology, as expressed through the chairs formal and structural characteristics, 
required conscious appreciation.
The Ladderback chair can be described as "space demanding", since it does not comply an 
arbitrary allocation
"Its "icon-like" appearance demands its integration into in terior 
....this has to be accomplished -in whichever way you choose to do 
it ...its continuation with and into space has to be achieved...For it 
requires space w ith in space, this has to be a well-balanced 
proportionate composition in the interior."
(Dorkip, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
At the time, then the Ladderback chair was selected and reproduced for its unique attribute of 
pointing to spatial configurations as they predetermine the emplacement of a piece of 
furniture. Consequently, it can be argued that the chair still continues to draw attention upon 
the notion of furniture -its formal and structural attributes, allocation, and its quality of being 
able to convey these within an interior:
"h is important that the Ladderback chair be placed in the most 
appropriate location...There are certain interiors which, due to their 
line, form or rather simplicity, require this chair.... certain settings (or 
interior schemes) call for this chair’s extraordinary presence." 
(Zerenler, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
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Perhaps due to this latter and significant aspect, the selection of this unique chair for 
reproduction has proven to be valid, for there are very recent reproductions in Ankara and 
Istanbul today, after almost twenty years.
6.3.2 Recent Reproductions
Reasons for these recent reproductions, although all produced well after 1980, recall the 
concerns of the initial attempt; reproduction of a designer piece with striking visual geometry 
and the preference for the selectiveness of allocations it demands. However, many and more 
recent causes can be traced.
Although interviews with two of the designers who have produced this piece reveal the 
alteration of priorities in the Ladderback chair’s production after 1980. Having come across 
distorted productions or much recent designs resembling only the geometric outline (fig 65),
Rg. 65 Geometric Resemblances
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I have chosen to exemplify these reproductions with only two cases, one by Coksen Zerenler 
(Zerenler, Ankara) and second by Yavuz Irmaklar (Çözüm, Istanbul). Even these prototypes 
lack the precision of the genuine Cassina reproduction with minute differences in dimensions, 
since their dimensions have been derived from photographs, through proportional calculations 
(Appendix C).
The intentions behind its selection for reproduction, rather than exactness, and materials of its 
manufacture, seem to be of more consequence in assessing the Ladderback chair’s equitable 
position within this Turkish context, and in completely absorbing what it has come to symbolize 
as a singular, yet very telling piece.
The Ladderback chair has been produced by Zerenler for five years, as a set of ten. A single 
chair is reserved for display in his showroom, and two are kept for his own collection, he has 
sold two or three pieces, singly, per year. Zerenler has reiterated familiar concerns for his 
selection of the Ladderback chair, however reference to its retail is of current significance.
"I have produced this as a challenge... it has been my own affinity 
with Mackintosh and this chair... It is indeed an artistic piece, yet its 
production does require a sort of courage.. There is of course the 
cost of production and the aspect of retail... This chair is a 
prestigious piece.
Only once it has been demanded by a designer client, yet I believe 
its striking features do not require the recognition of its background 
•however it is important for me as a designer. It is its 
extraordinariness that counts." (Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by 
author).
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The Ladderback chair has also been produced by Yavuz Irmak, since 1991 (Appendix C), as 
a set of twelve. He has sold a single chair and a couplet since then, and he also keeps a 
single Ladderback chair among his displays. Similar views were reiterated by him,
"It is not an ordinary piece (and) being a designer original it has 
outlived its formal quality...that is the reason (for its selection) It has 
never been demanded, for order-made furniture in Turkey is not 
very common... It was my own interest in this particular chair and 
also in the concept of chair.There exists no other distinguished 
piece such as this as a chair." (Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by 
author).
Furthermore, the chair has been defined as a piece that concretizes a contact between 
supplier and customer. "Its production and (therefore its availability), offers the consumer 
group - recognizer of Mackintosh, a chance to immediately identify contact with those who 
reproduce it" (Irmak, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
Both designers have admitted the rediscovery of the chair’s popularity through its importation 
and by the recognition of its Italian connotations. Particularly this latter aspect brings forth 
more of the recent concerns regarding sale and profit. Irmak has defined the piece as an item 
of furniture "which offers immediate d istinction fo r its  producer... -an element o f 
prestige as it appears on one’s showroom". The chair has been included in the firm’s 
magazine advertisements as well.
Another point explains the chair’s cost and the longevity of Hs production, wherewith its clean 
lines, definite sections and similarly plain and planar construction offer practicality, especially 
when compared to those grotesquely elaborate and "ornamented" pieces which have been 
demanded in the mid 70’s. It can be easily produced with simple techniques available in any 
carpenter-shop with straightforward craftsmanship.
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With the Italian connotation of its unique design and black finish (as Turkish consumers have 
gotten accustomed to such "black Italian Furniture" through various means of media, 
particularly pieces by Giorgetti), the Ladderback chair, then can be said to be a much more 
retailable com m odity today compared to  that of the in itia l productions in 1970’s. As 
consumerism has reshaped demand, such singuiar pieces have become preferable to 
customary living room groups consisting of a couch and armchairs for a certain minority group 
within which econom ic means have improved fo r the younger generation. Thus furniture 
is not bought for life, but to be changed periodically, for most significantly the younger 
generation is now in demand of what they tru ly desire fo r the ir own individual homes.
Media, is another influential factor, for it continuously promotes tradem arks and 
presumptuous consum ption. This is valid for the Ladderback chair with its striking 
proportions and obvious artistic presence. (A purchaser has been noted to have shown the 
chair from a popular interior decoration magazine, particularly asking for it.) The role of the 
new interior design periodicals has increased, since they have quadrupled in the past 5-10 
years, offering an endless variety of choices and introducing recent styles and trends. As they 
are also informative of Turkey’s position in this sector, they have also upgraded visual and 
artistic conceptions.
The use of the Ladderback chair in Turkey has been validated by this newly emerging 
consumer group. Such phenomenon, as a "proof of improvement" has been summarized as 
having three dynamics: "(which are) first the TV’ -as an international means of communication 
constantly informing, second, the constant pollution of the environment, especially in the major 
cities -leading people to concentrate more on their interior environment, and lastiy...the rapid 
progression of interior designers and architects -constantly reshaping taste and living. (Hakko, 
et al, 1991:126-129 Trans, by author)."
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Subsequently, the current inclinations can be evaluated as an improvement of taste over 
previous conceptions of interior, design and furniture in Turkey. Although the criteria of 
selecting furniture as a symbol of status and wealth, as a means to building self image 
remains a priority, the common efforts of economic liberalization, communication fashions and 
pretentious have transformed taste from crude ostentation to refined expression. As a 
manifestation of this trend, the Ladderback chair, produced/used in Turkey today, has 
transcended its background both in space and time. There seems to be an opportunity, 
afterall, fo r its  appreciation, if not o f its  actual self, at least of attributes inferred on it 
through tim e.
6.4 EVALUATION OF THE LADDERBACK CHAIR IN TURKEY
The Ladderback chair -imported, reproduced, imitated or aspired after has been concretely 
present within the Turkish furniture market. Even though the actual number of chairs has 
been limited, its supply and demand by a minority nevertheless reflect some priorities in 
furniture acquisition. This group involves innovative designers, enthusiastic importers and 
privileged consumers with either purchasing power or design appreciation. The evaluation, as 
it regards the re-integration of th is  chair into contemporary Turkish interiors, and the 
dissem ination o f the chair’s re-definition, immediately brings forth two distinct, yet 
interdependent groups of producers and consumers. Importers, although quite influential in its 
supply, can be ignored as mere interagents. Such classification enables the exploration of the 
integration of the chair into interiors, as it includes clients who have purchased the chair 
(either a Turkish or foreign reproduction) and also designers who have intentionally assigned 
this piece a place in their interiors. This latter group includes those designers who have 
actually reproduced the chair for their interior schemes and those who have not used it, yet 
suggested the Ladderback chair’s most appropriate allocation if they were to use i t
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6.4.1 Users
The Ladderback chair is known to two groups of consumers where cost is a major 
determinant. This singular item is primarily known to a small but well-educated, culture 
conscious, aesthetically perceptive group, who appreciates various aspects of this chair. This 
group, including designers and architects, can be said to be influenced first and foremost by 
the chair’s uniqueness: both as a designer’s masterpiece and as a singular form which is 
representative of twentieth century’s design heritage. Such apperception by this group of 
intellectual formation is best summarized in Hamzagil’s definition of the "Modern Classic":
"(those designs) which have stood the test of time are considered to 
be successful creations... Modern Classic is that which is formerly 
devised yet has succeeded in justifying its value against time and 
everchanging styles in fashion" (Hamzagil, 1989: 4 Trans, by 
author).
However, even if a group is aware of the chair’s fundamental attributes as a "Modern Classic", 
it may not possess purchasing power. This can be imputed to Turkey’s recent economic 
structure where the income of the well educated upper-middle class has diminished. 
Information obtained from the interviews has validated the presence of this group, as upon 
few instances, the Ladderback chair has been bought by either architects, instructors* or by 
those who have exclusively asked for this particular chair of Mackintosh.
As for the designers who have actually used the chair, the previous point of affordability is of 
no concern, since the priorities for Hs choice are either the adm iration o f its  creation or the
* Irmak has sold a couplet to an instructor couple, and architects have 
demanded for its reproduction from Zerenler.
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form al and structural quality of its  unique design. Such "professional" use is of 
significance, as the Ladderback chair is known to a wider group of consumers, regardless of 
purchasing power. This, rather consultative approach is best expressed by Soley, who defines 
the profession as a "translation", where "interior designers and architects possess the power 
to translate (the means their designs) with all appropriateness -not a word less or much" 
(Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author) With regard to this point, the difficulty of 
persuasion has been stressed by, Ondero0lu (Personal Interview, 1993) and Zerenler.
"It has been very hard to convince the client of the significance of 
the emplacement.as it seems austere and uncomfortable. Yet, 
when its attributes are explained, they tend to accept it as a unique 
piece " (Zerenler, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
Yet by possessing the chair, nevertheless owners in a unique group of privileged artistic 
awareness. As people purchase and decorate not for their own ways of living, but for others to 
see and admire, they buy furniture as a means for such display. The fundamental question of 
"what others will think" has been commented upon by Irmak,
"This has been quite common ..90% of the time, I have 
accentuated the fact of the chair’s being a symbol at times...to 
convince the client, have indicated that they possess a unique 
designer’s original" (Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
Hence, departing from this point, the tendency of the second user group has to be clarified: 
the Ladderback chair’s possible purchasers who can actually meet the expense, yet lack the 
proper appreciation. Such users, most of the time fail to provide the interior scheme 
demanded by this singular piece, if they lack professional guidance. (Rg. 66)
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Such acquisition, merely concerned with the presence of the chair as a means of justification 
-preferably a costly Italian reproduction- misses out all of its unique qualities. As the chair’s 
formal appearance provides the ultimate and much desired attention, the Ladderback chair 
seems to fu lfil th is  expectation of the pretentious user.
Fig. 66 Residential Interior, 
Istanbul, 1992
This placement has ironically discredited all of its  in itia l attributes -which should have 
actually been the reasons for its purchase in the first place.
6.4.2 Designers
The designer manufacturers who have reproduced the Ladderback chair, have therefore 
redefined and reassessed this piece. Partially limited by available production means, their 
attempt can be considered as innovative. The Ladderback chair, has earned the equitable 
regard amongst Turkish designers similar to that it holds in Europe. As it has been described
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as an "iconographie, scuipture-iike piece" by many of the interviewed designers, its rightful 
conceptualization is once more substantialized.
The chair’s requirement of a careful consideration for placement in an interior has been 
stressed by many. It has been commented that the Ladderback chair was "unfit" for most 
interiors, where the ceiling height does not exceed three meters.
"There is a fundamental concern of its allocation, where it can never 
be an interior with low ceiling... it needs certain room for it to 
breathe... to best express it as a tree in the midst of the Harran 
Plain." (Soley, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
With regards to this, a majority of designers have suggested the use of the chair at the very 
most as a coup le t. The notion of it around a table in quartet or sextet has never been 
suggested, perhaps due to spatial limitation within the interiors of majority of apartment 
houses. However, few have indicated the indeterminacy of its number, as the chair itself is the 
sole determinant of its proper allocation. The similar point, the precedence of is aesthetical 
attributes demanding an exclusive allocation, has been acknowledged by all,
"It has to be positioned so that the visual perception of its aesthetics 
is maximized... if such can not be achieved, I would never use i f  
(Dorkip, Personal Interview, 1993 Trans, by author).
The ambience requisite for the Ladderback chair can be reiterated as "light, airy and 
unlabored, meaning elegant", it has also been described as an interior where a Modernist 
approach is dominant, well defined interiors where plain surfaces govern and no 
superfluous details or furniture exist Regarding the type of furniture which can be placed 
alongside the chair, it was commented that it should only be complementary, that any design
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resembling the chair’s geometric configuration would depreciate its value. With the exception 
of one interviewed designer, it was stressed that the best piece -if ever needed- was a 
side-table, "which would only provide the visual correlation necessary".
The Ladderback chair, up to today, has mostly been placed either in living rooms and 
entrance halls -residentially or in reception areas -commercially. Regarding this latter point 
Derya as the youngest of these designers, drew parallels to the recent change of the office 
environment in Turkey. He has used a couplet in the reception area of a firm in İzmir.
(Fig. 67)
Rg 67 Interiors of a Rrm, İzmir 1991
"With its back, the chair suggests its allocation within a restricted 
space...sort of a mark for an end.. As its ergonomy is appropriate for
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a temporary waiting, along with its dynamic figurative quality... it is 
suitable fo r the office interior.... with the recent open office 
systems, the demanding image of the boss has degraded, the 
dense environment has transmuted to a more lively and easily 
distinguished ..active efficient workplace."
(Derya, 1993, Trans, by author).
Hence, the Ladderback chair has been treated much the same way as in Europe -only with 
the exception of its former cultural connotations, Scottish or Japanese implications. In most of 
the allocations the chair has constituted a focal point, an important aspect for any item of 
furniture in Turkey. This aspect, as it offers a unique challenge of a bold statement, justifies 
the equitable appreciation of the Ladderback chair in Turkey.
Although this chair has been utilized by a small number of designers, the rightful 
dissemination of this piece’s connotations within Turkish interiors, may afterall provide the 
means fo r the appreciation of furniture as a fundamental determ inant of spatial order. 
Furthermore such may similarly initiate the proper recognition o f furn iture in Turkish 
interiors, where it is no longer a plain commodity, but a means fo r the conjunction of art 
and technology -furn iture as an integrated form al and structural whole w ith in an 
interior.
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7 CONCLUSION
The thorough study of the transfiguration of Mackintosh’s Ladderback chair, through time 
place and space has provided some insight to the notion of furniture, regarding first its actual 
formal conception as a design, and later its spatial connotations as an integral part of interior 
schemes. The chronological alterations of its assessment, if not of its formal constituents (from 
its initial Scottish context to contemporary conceptions of interior design), clearly depicts an 
inevitable transmutation of this singular item.
However, first and foremost, the chair’s qualities as a design, since it is meticulously balanced 
in its formal and structural attributes, have indeed stood the test of time and have outlived all 
stop-gap phases of decorative design. The Ladderback chair has proven to have anticipated 
certain trends that belonged to the future. Although initially classified, as an Art Nouveau 
piece, the Ladderback chair had profounder implications regarding its formal figuration.
Similarly, again attributable to its iconographie significance that derives its authority from its 
intrinsic conception, rather than any stylistic canon, the Ladderback chair has proven to be an 
example of form to challenge conception of space. It is by reason of this that the Ladderback 
chair, as an object d’art, has earned the equitable evaluation and contemplation within the 
contemporary context as well as the historical.
In its initial context, the Ladderback chair provides the ultimate example of Mackintosh’s 
esoteric, futuristic style, where his furniture is exciting in its approach to problems of design, 
manipulation of mass, space and line. K is also representative of Mackintosh’s artistic
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patrimony that unifies -in his own discreet way- indigenous and decorative elements with 
structure and function.
In its original scheme -the master bedroom of the Hill House, Glasgow, the chair exists for its 
emblematic, spatial value, rather than function. This brings forth another aspect; conception of 
furniture as a structure that is complete and uniform as to reinforce its unification with the 
interior. The furniture, as composed of figurations which contribute to this spatial texture, is 
thus to be contemplated as a part of that specific interior. Thus furniture of Mackintosh had 
become themselves, the spatial contributors.
As the Ladderback chair was rediscovered in Europe, in mid 70’s during the Art Nouveau 
revival by designers in their search for artistic and individual roles as makers of space, the 
virtuosity of its formal figurations had been assessed differently. Reproduced by the Italian firm 
of Cassina, the Ladderback chair came to be considered as one of the masterpieces of 
twentieth century’s design heritage in the western world. This time stripped out of its initial 
background, the Ladderback chair symbolized along with other masterpieces, conjunction of 
art, craft and furniture as art -in an era given to mechanical mass-production.
Perhaps attributable to all this, and its ever-present figuration, the Ladderback chair has 
gained credibility in eclectic Post-Modern approaches as well. Today in Europe and in the 
U.S.A -genuine or faux- reproductions of the Ladderback chair continue to offer a variety of 
connotations. As it is produced under the "Masters Series" by Cassina, besides being 
Mackintosh’s masterpiece, it has ironically credited further recognition for Mackintosh as well, 
through its inclusion in the series, along with other prominent designers like Wright and Le 
Corbusier.
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As for its reproduction in and importation to Turkey, the Ladderback chair implies completely 
different aspects. Quite ironically in Turkey, none of the initial connotations of this piece 
-neither Scottish/Gothic nor Japanese- remains. With the exception of its initial reproduction in 
Ankara in the 70’s, for the majority the Ladderback chair has come to symbolize the concept of 
"contemporary Italian furniture".
This has deeper implications concerning the intentions of its acquisition -as a trademark, 
indicator of either economic or social status. With this respect, despite being a single chair 
which lacks functionality, this particular piece has shed light on selective tendencies of a 
limited, yet influential group within the furniture sector.
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Repr:
Chair with High Back (Ladderback Chair), 
Bedroom, Hill House, Helensburgh ( 1902)
Ebonized wood w ith  upholstered seat:
140,5 X 40,5 X 33,5 cm 
(5 5 V . X 1 5 7 4 x  1374 ins.)
D e u ts c h e  K u n s t  u n d  D e k o r a tio n , V I ,  1905, 
pp. 351, 352; Pevsner (1 ), p. 109; H o w arth , 
pl. 42; Macleod, pp. 90, 92; Pevsner (3 ), p. 
153; Pevsner (2 ), pp. 164, 165; S c o ttis h  A r t  
R e v ie w ,  X I ,  n® 4, p. 9; Young, pl. 23.
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C o n s tr u c te d  in  e b o n iz e d  w o o d , w ith  a la d d e r b a c k
■ w h ic h  is  r e la tiv e ly  h ig h  in  re la tio n  to  th e  u p h o ls te r ­
e d  se a t. T h e  ch a ir  f r o m  w h ic h  th e  re c o n s tru c tio n  
w a s m a d e  s t i l l  o c c u p ie s  th e  o rig in a l p o s i t io n  in  th e  
H il l  H o u s e  b e d r o o m  in  H e le n sb u rg h . I n  th is  ch a ir  
M a c k in to s h  a p p e a r s  to  v e  l ib e r a te d  h im se lf  fr o m
. s ty l i s t ic  c o n n o ta tio n s . T h e  ico n o g ra p h ie  p re se n c e  o f  
th e  h ea d -re s t o r  s u m m it  is  le s s  in  e v id e n c e ;  h e has 
p la c e d  i t  a lm o s t as a ra tio n a l, in d e e d  a k in e t ic ,
■ co n c lu s io n  to  th e  a c c e le ra tio n  o f  th e  su c c e ss iv e  
ru n g s; th e  s e c tio n  o f  th e  ru n g s a n d  th e  u p r ig h ts  is  
d e a lt  w i th  a t th e  e x tr e m e  l im it  o f  re s is ta n ce , th e  
w e ig h t  b e in g  K g . 3. M a c k in to s h  m o v e s  w i th  a s s u r ­
an ce  to w a r d s  o rn a m e n ta l a b s tr a c tio n  in  th is  experi-
__ m e n ta l d e s ig n .
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Hill House, Helensburgh (1902-1904) 
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH
APPENDIX B
Information from the Brochures of Ladderback Chair Reproduced by Cassina
Prodotti in catalogo ModrU currently in production M odelle in der K ollektion
29 HILL HOLSL, 1
1973 (1902)
SEDIA con schienale a graiiccio 
in frassino ebanizzaio. Sedile 
imbouiio c rivesiiio in velluio 
csclusivo nci colori verde o rosa.
LADDERBACK CHAIR, 
ebonized ashwood frame. Seat 
upholstered in an exclusive 
fabric, either green or pink.
STUHL mit Gitterwerkrücken 
aus Esche ebcnholzfarbig 
gebeizt. Gepolsterter Sitz. 
Spezial- Exklusivstoffbezug in 
den Farben grün oder rosa.
(Cassina O g f g
Marchio dei mobili di Mackintosh.
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292 HILL HOUSE. 1
Chair with High Back (Ladderback Chair), 
Bedroom, Hill House, Helensburgh, 1902.
Costruiia in legno ebanizzato, con schienale 
a pioli relativamente alto rispetto al sedile 
imbottito, resemplare, donde la costruzione 
é tratta, occupa ancora la sua posizione 
originaria nella stanza da letto della Hill 
House di Helensburgh. Mackintosh é ormai 
quasi svincolato da connotazioni stilistiche: 
si smorza la presenza iconográfica della 
cimasa, che si pone quasi come razionale 
conclusione, cinética addiriuura, 
deirincalzare delle linee in successione; le 
sezioni dei ritti e dei pioli sono tratiate al 
limite della resistenza.
Servendosi di schemi giá sperirnentati, qui 
Mackintosh tende con sicurezza verso 
rasírazione ornaméntale.
Made in ebonized wood, with a ladder-rung 
back substantiallt higher than the upholstery 
seat.
The specimen from which this replica was 
made still occupies its original position in 
the Helensburgh, «Hill House» bedroom. 
Mackintosh was almost completely free o f  
any style-conscious connotations. The 
iconographic presence o f  the backrail has 
been softened, and it appears almost as a 
rational, even kinetic, conclusion o f the 
close chase o f sequential lines.
Vertical and horizontal cross-sections are 
minimal pushing the material to its ultimate 
strenght.
Here, Mackintosh employed existing 
decorative patterns fo r ornamental 
abstraction.
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APPENDIX C
Dimensions of Various Reproductions
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Dimensions of the Ladderback Chair Produced by Cassina
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Dimensions of the Ladderback Chair Produced by Zerenler, Ankara
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Dimensions of the Ladderback Chair Produced by Çözüm, Istanbul
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1- Mackintosh Ladderback sandalyeyi 
ilk olarak nerede gördügününü 
hatırlıyor muşunun ?
2- 90 yıl önce aslen Iskocya'da 
üretilmiş, üstelik pek de 
fonksiyonel olmayan bu sandalyenin 
Türkiye'de bugün yaygın olarak 
taklit edilip kullanilmasini neye bağlıyorsunun ?
3- Sis herhangi bir tasarımınızda bu 
sandalyeyi kullandınız ci?
4-Başka kullanan 
biliyor musunuz? tasarı mellari
5-Bu sandalyeyi öneren müşteriniz mi 
oldu yoksa siz mi?
.eğer müşteriniz ise; bu 
isteğini parasal statü, özenti, 
gerçek tasarı m değerini göz önünde 
tutarak bunu nasi1 değerlendiriyor sunuz?
6“Bu sandalyeyi nasi1 elde ettiniz 
.Cassina orijinal mi, yoksa 
kendi özel imalatınız mı, üzerinde 
herhangi bir değişiklik oldu mu?
7-Başka nerede üretilmekte olduğunu 
biliyor musunuz?
8-Başka tasarımlarınızda, 
konumlarda kullandınız mi? başka
9- Tek, çift veya gruplar halinde mi kullandı ni z?
10- Işlevsel olmadığı göz önüne 
alınırsa, tasarımdaki yerini 
etkileyen faktörler nedir?
11- Mackintosh'un diğer yüksek 
arkalıklı sandalyelerini hiç kullandınız mi ?
İ3-Bu parçanın yanına ne tip, hangi 
dönemin mobilyalarını tercih 
ettiniz, veya özellikle bu 
sandalyeyi tamamlayan, tanımlayan 
özel tasarımlarınız oldu mu?
14-Sizce bu sanda l y e 
seçilmesindeki nedenler nelerdi 
-çağdaş tasarımın simge 
-sıradan elmayısi, est 
- özelliği
-bir tasarımcini n ya 
oluşu
-belli bir döneme ait o 
-üreticisi elan Cassina. 
bir ürünü duşu
n 1 n
si
luşu 
ni n
15- Müşterinizin kullanmadan önce 
veya sonra herhangi bir tepkisiyle 
karşılaştınız mi, hiç üzerine 
oturmaktan bahsefei mi?
16- Bilinçli olarak ',bu sandalyeyi 
isteyen müşterinizin sandalye 
hakkındaki görüşü sizce nedir
-simge oluşu 
-sanat eseri oluşu 
-Cassina oluşu 
(bir tablodaki gibi, 
orijinali yerine bir replika 
aldığının farkında mi ? )
17- Sizin bir tasarımcı olarak bu 
sandalye hakkindaki kişisel 
değerlendirmeniz nedir, diğer 
Mackintosh mobilyalarının yanında 
popülaritesinin sebebi nedir?
18-Ta sariminizi içeren bir
fotoğrafta bu değerlendirme ve 
izlenimlerinizi aktarır misiniz?
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12-Sizce bu sandalyenin gerektirdiği 
atmosfer tam nasıl olmalıdır?
Sample Questionaire
’ U-:
-ahşabın cinsi
-boyası
-kaplamanın cinsi, rengi, markası
-birleşim özellikleri (yapıştırma 
tekniği, lamba/zivana veya çivi 
olup olmadıgi)
-agirlıgi
ıtiatı
-kime ve hangi ~arihte satıldığı
-hangi mekanda kullanıİmak üzeri satıldığı
-üretimine nasıl karar verildiği, 
prototipinin olup olmadığı
-üretim tarihi
-üretim yeri
-üretim adedi
-üretim biçimi
-üretim süresi
-müşteri özellikleri, simariş 
özellikleri
-satış grafiği veya dökümü
